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ABSTRACT 
 
In 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warned that the 
world only has until 2030 to prevent global temperatures from rising an additional .5 
degrees Celsius from greenhouse gas emissions to thwart the catastrophic damage that 
could follow such warming. To reduce the concentration of greenhouse gasses in the 
atmosphere and alleviate human pressure on the natural environment, collective action 
must occur across the globe by consumers and producers. However, not everyone feels 
concerned about climate change, identifies as an environmentalist, or believes they can 
make an impact and that it is their responsibility to do so. Environmental attitudes, beliefs, 
and concerns about climate change influence the actions people do and do not perform 
daily. Those who recognize their contribution to climate change may implement pro-
environmental behaviors (PEBs) in their lives that reduce their negative impact on the 
planet through environmentally sustainable actions and activism. This thesis aims to realize 
which factors and characteristics impact the performance of PEBs most. Both studies use 
data from an online two-part survey of 452 Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers about their 
environmental identity and attitudes, climate change concerns, past-week PEBs, future 
intended behaviors, and a task-based experiment that incorporates intrinsic and extrinsic 
motivations. 
 
 The first study connects self-signaling and self-determination theories to the 
performance of pro-environmental behaviors through an online experiment in effort 
exertion and behavioral change. This article analyzes the treatment impacts of extrinsic and 
intrinsic motivations on effort exertion for a task, as well as intentions and follow-through 
to perform pro-environmental behaviors. The following research questions frame the study 
design and analysis: how do small extrinsic or intrinsic interventions impact short-term 
changes in the performance of PEBs and intentions to perform PEBs in the future; and how 
do extrinsic and intrinsic motivations in the form of bonus payments and donations to 
charities affect differences in effort exerted in a simple word-entry task? To investigate 
these questions, participants are clustered into groups based on past behaviors and 
environmental attitudes and concerns; ordinal logistic (Logit) and Ordinary Least Square 
regressions are also performed on the data. 
 
 The second study analyzes and predicts relationships between PEBs, 
environmental attitudes, beliefs, and climate change concern variables from primarily the 
first week of the study using a probabilistic structural equation model (PSEM). Cognitive 
dissonance and self-signaling theories inspire a new theoretical framework that 
incorporates climate change concerns, environmental attitudes, the performance of PEBs 
based on barriers to adoption, and warm glow. This study asks two main questions: how 
do environmental attitudes, identity, and climate change concerns relate to each other and 
relate to the performance of different daily pro-environmental behaviors; and which of 
these variables predict present and future behaviors best according to a probabilistic 
structural equation model (PSEM)? The application of unsupervised learning, clustering, 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 
In 2018, the Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) warned that the 
world only has until 2030 to prevent global temperatures from rising an additional .5 
degrees Celsius from greenhouse gas emissions to thwart the catastrophic damage that 
could follow such warming. In order to reduce the concentration of greenhouse gasses in 
the atmosphere and alleviate human pressure on the natural environment, collective 
action must occur across the globe by consumers and producers (Masson-Delmotte et al., 
2018). However, not everyone feels concerned about climate change, identifies as an 
environmentalist, or believes they can make an impact and that it is their responsibility to 
do so. Environmental attitudes, beliefs, and concerns about climate change influence the 
actions people do and do not perform on a daily basis (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 2010). 
Those who recognize their contribution to climate change may implement pro-
environmental behaviors (PEBs) in their lives that reduce their negative impact on the 
planet through environmentally sustainable actions and activism (Ones et al., 2015).  
Although most people (69 percent) in the United States believe that the Earth is 
warming (Leiserowitz et al., 2019; Howe et al., 2015; Rabe et al., 2011), they do not 
necessarily understand or believe the science behind global warming or climate change. 
Only 55 percent of Americans believe that human activity causes most of the planet’s 
expedited warming, and only 17 percent understand that over 90 percent of the scientific 
community agrees to this fact. Additionally, 40 percent of Americans believe that 
individual actions will not make an impact on global warming (Leiserowitz et al., 2019). 
Additionally, belief in climate change varies among socio-demographic groups in the 
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U.S. due to a variety of reasons. Most notably, climate change has become one of the 
most divisive partisan issues between Democrats and Republicans. Democrats 
overwhelmingly believe in anthropogenic climate change more than Republicans and 
think it is an important issue to address (Dunlap & McCright, 2008). Along with 
Democrats or more politically liberal Americans, younger people, whose futures face 
uncertainty with the threats of rising sea-levels and more severe storms, believe in 
climate change (Maibach et al., 2009). Women have also been shown to have a greater 
concern and belief in climate change (Moser, 2010). Within these groups, individuals 
with higher levels of formal education also have a higher belief, on average, in climate 
change and the risks it poses for current and future generations (Zaval et al., 2014). This 
study will look at how these different demographic characteristics relate to PEBs within 
the dataset. 
Researchers have been exploring how intrinsic and extrinsic motivations impact 
the performance of PEBs, especially within the context of self-signaling theory, but more 
contributions are needed as many studies find opposing results. Additionally, many 
studies have looked at PEBs in relation to environmental attitudes, identity, or climate 
change concerns, but few have attempted to predict behaviors based on all of these 
factors. No studies to date have used a probabilistic structural equation modeling 
approach to perform these predictions. This study combines attitudinal, behavioral, and 
motivation theory in conjunction with advanced PSEM methods to perform unique 
analyses to discover causal relationships between key factors in environmental behavior 
theory. 
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1.1. Research Objectives 
This thesis aims to realize which factors and characteristics impact the 
performance of PEBs most and to contribute to the literature on environmental attitude 
and behavior change through two studies. Both studies use data from an online two-part 
survey of 452 Mechanical Turk (MTurk) workers about their environmental identity and 
attitudes, climate change concerns, past-week PEBs, future intended behaviors, and a 
task-based experiment that incorporates intrinsic and extrinsic motivations. 
 The first study connects self-signaling and self-determination theories to the 
performance of pro-environmental behaviors through an online experiment in effort 
exertion and behavior change. This article analyzes the treatment impacts of extrinsic and 
intrinsic motivations on effort exertion for a task, as well as intentions and follow-
through to perform pro-environmental behaviors. The following research questions frame 
the study design and analysis:  
1) How do small extrinsic or intrinsic interventions impact short-term changes in the 
performance of PEBs and intentions to perform PEBs in the future? 
2) How do extrinsic and intrinsic motivations in the form of bonus payments and 
donations to charities affect differences in effort exerted in a simple word-entry 
task?  
To investigate these questions, participants are clustered into groups based on past 
behaviors and environmental attitudes and concerns; ordered logistic (Logit) and 
Ordinary Least Square (OLS) regressions are also performed on the data. 
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 The second study analyzes and predicts relationships between the performance 
of daily PEBs, pro-environmental attitudes, pro-environmental identity, and climate 
change concern variables from the first week of the study using a probabilistic structural 
equation model (PSEM). This study asks two main questions:  
1) How do environmental attitudes, identity, and climate change concerns relate to 
each other and relate to the performance of different daily pro-environmental 
behaviors?  
2) Which environmental attitude, identity, and climate change concern variables best 
predict present and future behaviors?  
The application of unsupervised learning and clustering with factor and path analyses 
provide insight into complex relationships through a PSEM to answer these questions. 
1.2. Thesis Organization 
Following this introductory chapter, this thesis consists of a literature review that 
elaborates on the theory and previous literature that supports these studies in chapter two. 
Chapter three consists of the first article which analyzes the impacts of an intervention 
aimed at replicating extrinsic and intrinsic motivations for effort exertion on a word-entry 
task. The analysis also examines the effect of the treatments on changes in performance 
pro-environmental behaviors between the first and second weeks of the study and 
intentions to perform PEBs in week one using ordered Logit regressions. Its introduction 
cites literature on intrinsic and extrinsic motivations, self-signaling theory, and cognitive 
dissonance theory. The chapter also includes the main methods for the questionnaire, 
experiments, and discussion of the results. The fourth chapter includes a second article 
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that analyzes and predicts relationships between PEBs, environmental attitudes, identity, 
and climate change concern variables from the first part of the study using a probabilistic 
structural equation model (PSEM). This chapter also begins with an introductory 
literature review, with a particular focus on behavioral theory as it pertains to predictors 
of PEBs. The methods focus on the attitude, identity, concern, and PEB variables as well 
as the modeling approach. The chapter concludes with the PSEM results, a discussion 
section that includes an overview of results and conclusions. Chapter five connects the 
results of the third and fourth chapters to present overall conclusions from both studies, 
discuss the shortcomings of the studies, as well as make conclusions and 
recommendations for future research. This thesis concludes with a reference section for 
all chapters and supporting appendices for each article.  
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CHAPTER 2: COMPREHENSIVE LITERATURE REVIEW 
2.1. Pro-environmental Behaviors (PEBs) 
 If an individual believes in climate change, has a high level of concern for the 
issue, and desires to take action to reduce or improve their environmental impact, they 
can incorporate pro-environmental behaviors (PEBs) into their lives in a variety of ways. 
These behaviors can span across different temporal and social scales. PEBs can include 
day-to-day acts in the private domain that relate to “the purchase, use, and disposal of 
personal and household products that have environmental impact” (Stern, 2000, p. 409); 
e.g. composting food scraps, recycling, limiting water, and electricity usage (Thomas et 
al., 2018; Brick et al., 2017). Other PEBs in the private domain can occur more cyclically 
or once in a while, e.g. replacing old appliances with more efficient ones, swapping 
fluorescent light bulbs with LEDs, and winterizing windows. Several studies (Larson et 
al., 2015; Dresner et al., 2013; Stern, 2000) consider any PEBs performed by consumers 
that have direct environmental impacts as private PEBs, but in the studies within this 
thesis private PEBs and public PEBs differ in their level of visibility; both types reflect 
directly impactful behaviors. Not all PEBs occur in private, many happen in the public 
sphere such as driving a hybrid or electric vehicle, avoiding plastic bags and using 
reusable shopping bags (Brick et al., 2017), biking or using alternative modes of 
transportation to driving when commuting to work, and placing solar panels on your 
home (Thomas et al., 2018). Visibility may also increase the likelihood of someone 
performing a PEB, such as in the case of littering (Brick et al., 2017; Bateson et al., 
2013). The ability to perform public and private PEBs depends heavily on structural and 
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contextual factors such as income, infrastructure, social context, etc. (Kollmuss & 
Agyeman, 2010; Steg & Vlek, 2009; Stern, 2000).  
Social PEBs include those where people connect with others in their communities 
about environmental sustainability and climate change. The social sphere consists of your 
friends, family, neighbors, social network, and other people with whom you share your 
thoughts and opinions. These PEBs can include speaking in person to someone about 
climate change, sharing information online about the topic, writing to your elected 
representatives about the issue, attending rallies or meetings about climate change, and 
other instances where you build or share your knowledge of climate change and desires to 
reduce your impact (Ballew et al., 2015). 
2.2. Cognitive Dissonance Theory 
Human decision-making, such as the decision to perform PEBs, depends on a 
wide range of underlying psychological responses that help people make a choice. One of 
these responses includes anxiety resulting from the need to choose from multiple 
alternatives; academics and psychologists refer to this anxiety as cognitive dissonance 
(Kaish, 1967). Festinger (1957) first coined the term cognitive dissonance and developed 
the initial theory. According to Festinger, dissonance occurs when a person holds two 
related but opposing cognitions or sets of information (Harmon-Jones & Harmon-Jones, 
2007). Scholars now refer to this as cognitive inconsistency (Harmon-Jones & Mills, 
2019). Dissonance now refers specifically to the psychological discomfort that occurs 
from cognitive inconsistency. When faced with the requirement to perform an action that 
differs from a person’s belief, dissonance occurs, and the person attempts to return to a 
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state of cognitive consonance by not performing the action, changing their beliefs, 
lessening the value of the cognition, or finding information that reduces the dissonant 
beliefs (Harmon-Jones & Mills, 2019; McLeod, 2018). When faced with a decision 
between two opposing alternatives, a person must rationalize not selecting an alternative 
by reducing the ratio of inconsistent thoughts to consistent ones, thereby making the 
alternatives less attractive (Harmon-Jones & Mills, 2019; Brehm & Cohen, 1959; Brehm 
1956).  
The broadness of Festinger’s initial theory of cognitive dissonance has allowed it 
to evolve and expand over the years, although not everyone agrees with some of the new 
additions to the theory. In an experiment, Brehm and Cohen (1959) found that dissonance 
and re-evaluation of choices are directly related to the amount a subject liked the two 
alternatives, the smaller the difference in liking, the greater the dissonance. This finding 
directly opposes the standing theory which states that a greater difference in favorability 
creates more dissonance. Other factors can increase dissonance, such as the severity of 
punishment for performing a forbidden act (Aronson & Carlsmith, 1963), incurring sunk 
costs (Arkes & Blumer, 1985), and the importance of the decision elements (Festinger, 
1957).  
One of the major additions to the theory of cognitive dissonance asserts that for 
dissonance reduction to occur, a person must feel personal responsibility (Greenwald & 
Ronis, 1978). For instance, when faced with the decision to litter: a person may notice a 
trash can in the distance, and although they know littering is illegal and bad for the 
planet, they also know that they do not want to walk to the trash can. In this instance, the 
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person must select the more attractive alternative. Although convenient, littering can 
come at a cost should they receive a ticket from an officer. Is the potential cost worth the 
savings in time and effort to walk to the trash can? At this point, the person has 
rationalized the effort of the walk to reduce dissonance, and properly disposing of the 
trash appears as a favorable alternative. Some (Harmon-Jones & Harmon-Jones, 2007; 
Greenwald & Ronis, 1978) have argued that this shift towards personal responsibility has 
moved further away from the original theory and closer to another theory about 
attitudinal change resulting from a psychological response to decision-making, self-
perception theory. 
Many recent experiments and studies have focused on reaffirming Festinger’s 
original version of the theory while attempting to explore why cognitive inconsistency 
results in cognitive dissonance and dissonance reduction. This ‘action-based’ model of 
dissonance explains,  
Once an individual commits to a given action, any information inconsistent with 
that commitment is likely to arouse dissonance and prevent the action from 
occurring. To maintain the commitment in the face of this inconsistent 
information, the individual selectively enhances the value of the chosen course of 
action and reduces the value of the unchosen course of action. (Harmon-Jones & 
Mills, 2019, p. 17). 
Take for example someone who has mentally committed themselves to perform an anti-
environmental behavior, such as purchasing a large sports utility vehicle (SUV) with poor 
gas mileage because of personal preference. Then, a friend or family member reminds 
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them of not only the monetary costs but also the environmental costs of the vehicle's fuel 
usage. According to the action-based model, this individual would find additional 
benefits to the vehicle such as its cargo storage, off-roading capabilities, etc. to justify the 
anti-environmental purchase. However, self-signaling theory may conflict with this 
model or negate its impacts depending on the individual's prior behaviors. 
2.3. Self-Signaling Theory 
Like cognitive dissonance theory, self-signaling theory also relates to a change in 
attitudes or behavior in the face of a decision. A predecessor to this theory, self-
perception theory, asserts that when someone who lacks an opinion about something 
faces an opportunity to perform an action, their behavior helps them identify their attitude 
towards the action. It states that people's behaviors do not only derive from their 
attitudes, but they also derive from societal norms or other external forces. It also allows 
people to make inferences about their preferences from their previous actions (Bem, 
1972). Consider the littering example: if the person had no prior opinion regarding 
littering and there was no legal consequence to doing so, but they elected not to litter, 
they would recognize that they favor not littering. 
Self-signaling theory builds on self-perception by propounding that when people 
perform an act, they signal a response about their character to themselves (Bodner & 
Prelec, 2002). According to this theory, the person who did not litter (with legal 
consequences present) might also believe that they cared for the environment, were self-
less, and law-abiding. They may also be less likely to litter in the future. Bodner and 
Prelec (2002) also state that the actions of a self-signaling person do not necessarily align 
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with their dispositions. When faced with performing a future action that they may not 
need to complete, a self-signaling person may agree initially, but later regret their 
decision if they have to perform the action. This regret would expose their true 
disposition to the action. This can lead to what Bodner and Prelec refer to as a moral 
placebo effect where new beliefs impact actions but not the true disposition of an 
individual. This presents itself in changes in attitudes and behaviors relating to racism 
against people of color. People are less likely to say or do something discriminatory, thus 
allowing them to believe that they treat everyone equally until they find themselves in an 
elevator with a black man and instinctively clutch their purse, revealing their 
subconscious disposition. The moral placebo effect also arises with the performance of 
pro-environmental behaviors as past actions serve as greater predictors of future behavior 
than pro-environmentalist attitudes (Lee et al., 2016). Lee et al. (2016) find that although 
people see themselves as pro-environmentalist, their previous anti-environmental 
behavior increases the likelihood that they will perform fewer pro-environmental actions 
in the future. Self-signaling theory ties in strongly with motivation theory, attitudes, 
beliefs, and identity, especially as they relate to the performance of PEBs. 
2.4. Intrinsic and Extrinsic Motivation 
The motivations of individuals inspire positive and negative actions, including 
pro-environmental behaviors, such as recycling, or anti-environmental behaviors, such as 
using plastic water bottles at home. However, the origins of these motivations differ from 
person to person. According to Ryan and Deci,  
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They vary not only in level of motivation (i.e., how much motivation), but also in 
the orientation of that motivation (i.e., what type of motivation). Orientation of 
motivation concerns the underlying attitudes and goals that give rise to action...it 
concerns the why of actions. (2000, p. 54)  
Intrinsic and extrinsic motivations drive behavior through different channels. Intrinsic 
motivation stems from the satisfaction a person obtains from performing an act without 
the expectation of an external reward (Ryan & Deci, 2000; Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2009). 
Whereas extrinsic motivation derives from the desire to produce a separate result, such as 
reading a book to pass a quiz in school, or to receive a reward (Ryan & Deci, 2000).  
 Intrinsic motivation to perform behaviors relates closely to self-signaling as 
people’s satisfaction from an action can both result in and from a self-signal about their 
attitude towards that action. For instance, when a person previously performs pro-
environmental behaviors, they may signal to themselves that they have pro-
environmentalist attitudes. This self-signal about their attitudes and identity can also 
increase intrinsic motivation to perform future PEBs as they care for the environment 
(Lee et al., 2016; Barnes Truelove et al., 2014). 
Studies have found that extrinsic motivation or motivation led by incentives 
reduce intrinsic motivation and ultimately productivity (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014; 
Bénabou & Tirole, 2003; Deci et al., 1999; Kreps, 1997). Bénabou and Tirole (2003) 
found that people who are promised a bonus prior to completing a task view that task as 
either boring or as if the payer has little confidence in their ability to complete it. This has 
the potential to reduce intrinsic motivation (Deci et al., 1999). Deci et al. (1999) also find 
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that in the short-term, incentives increase productivity and performance, but in the long 
term, they reduce productivity and performance as people become more extrinsically 
motivated to perform. When extrinsically motivated, people also focus more on short-
term compensation than long-term rewards (Condry & Chambers, 1978) such as reducing 
the severity of climate change impacts. 
People may also experience cognitive dissonance in the completion of a task due 
to extrinsically driven motivation. Consider a study in which participants are paid a 
penny per word typed in a timed word-entry task. If participants find the payment 
insufficient for the amount of effort necessary, they may exert little to no effort in 
completing the task (Stringer et al., 2011; Gneezy & Rustachini, 2000). Acemoglu's 
(1995) study on the impact of rent-seeking by workers on talent productivity and negative 
externalities on society and the economy supports this prediction. It finds that one 
negative externality of rent-seeking is its reduction of the relative return to both 
entrepreneurs and rent-seekers as 'rents' increase. As the participants seek payments, the 
performance of future tasks or actions comes at a higher cost than the initial cost to the 
employer or researcher in this case.  
2.5. Predictors to Performing PEBs 
2.5.1. Socio-Demographic Factors 
Researchers have been investigating which behavioral, demographic, physical, 
and other traits predict people’s intentions to perform pro-environmental behaviors since 
the 1990s. Studies have tried to observe whether certain socio-demographic factors can 
predict the willingness to perform PEBs. In a comprehensive review of literature on the 
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demographic and psychological predictors of energy consumption and conservation, 
Frederiks et al. (2015) found that in most studies age, gender, and education were not 
significant predictors of energy conservation. The review also notes that people with full-
time employment status use less energy, and, likely due to the security their jobs offer, 
can implement home improvements for efficiency. Additionally, household income can 
positively relate to energy usage, but those with higher incomes can also afford to 
implement energy-saving initiatives (Frederiks et al., 2015). Other studies looking at 
predictors of recycling, a PEB, asserted that socio-demographics do not have statistically 
significant impacts on intentions to recycle (Botetzagias et al., 2015; Hornik et al., 1995). 
However, a study of the predictors of PEBs in rural communities in the United States 
found that older people and women in those areas practice more PEBs (Takahashi & 
Selfa, 2015). Although studies have found mixed results regarding the relationships 
between socio-demographic factors and environmental actions, it appears that age, 
gender, education, and income do not have strong predictive power for the performance 
of PEBs. These studies did not include political affiliation, but our study does consider 
this factor as beliefs in climate change vary significantly along the political spectrum, 
where liberals have stronger beliefs (Dunlap & McCright, 2008). Studies have also 
shown that more liberal people also have higher climate change concerns (Tobler et al., 
2012; Zia & Todd, 2010) which often predict the performance of PEBs.  
2.5.2. Pro-Environmental Attitudes, Climate Change Concerns, and Warm Glow 
Many studies have found support that pro-environmental attitudes predict 
performance of and intentions to perform PEBs (Kim et al., 2013; Kollmuss & Agyeman, 
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2010; Maki & Rothman, 2017; Schultz & Oskamp, 1996; Takahashi & Selfa, 2015; 
Tobler et al., 2012; Torres-Hernández et al., 2015). Schultz and Oskamp (1996) found a 
positive relationship between high environmental concerns and performance in a high-
effort recycling task. A second study showed that those with higher environmental 
attitudes and concerns were more willing to exert effort to recycle without an incentive. 
However, strong attitudes predict the performance of low barrier PEBs more than high 
barrier PEBs (Brick et al., 2017; Stern, 2000). The willingness of those with low 
environmental concerns only increased with a monetary incentive; whereas, the 
willingness of the higher concern group only increased slightly with the incentive 
(Schultz & Oskamp, 1996). Tobler et al. (2012) found that people with climate change 
concerns were more willing to perform low-barrier PEBs, such as turning off a light, than 
high-barrier PEBs, such as using alternative modes of transportation. Other studies have 
supported these findings (Frederiks et al., 2015; Poortinga et al., 2004; Diekmann & 
Preisendörfer, 2003; Schultz & Oskamp, 1996). The visibility of an action can moderate 
the effect of environmental attitudes on the performance of PEBs. Therefore, more 
visibility will encourage higher levels of performance (Maki & Rothman, 2017; Bateson 
et al., 2013).  
The phenomenon of warm glow may also potentially predict the performance of 
PEBs as it relates to self-signaling theory and attitudinal or behavioral change. Self-
signaling theory states that when people perform an act that aligns with an attitude, they 
signal a response about their character and attitudes to themselves (Bodner & Prelec, 
2002). Warm glow captures this notion that when a person performs an ‘altruistic’ act, 
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they send positive self-signals about their morals (van der Linden, 2018; Andreoni, 
1990). Taufik et al. (2014) found that people feel both a psychological response and 
physical warming when performing PEBs. Depending on the disposition of a person and 
source of motivations (Lee et al., 2016; Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2009), these positive self-
signals may trigger positive feedback in which they want to continue performing PEBs or 
negative feedback (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014) in which they experience a moral 
placebo effect and find their past actions sufficient (Lee et al., 2016). Therefore, warm 
glow either reinforces environmental attitudes or diminishes their influence on people’s 
behavior, thus impacting their likelihood of performing PEBs in the future. 
2.5.3. Pro-Environmentalist Identity 
Self-identifying as a pro-environmentalist can mean different things to different 
people, however it often means that a person perceives their own actions as 
environmental conscious (van der Werff et al., 2014a). A study of the relationship 
between the frequency of engaging in environmental stewardship activities, 
environmental identity, and pro-environmental behaviors found that environmental 
identity correlated to private PEBs (Dresner et al., 2013). Identity consistency and 
identity signaling theories explain why pro-environmentalist identity often predicts the 
performance of future PEBs. Identity consistency theory states that the performance of 
PEBs can be predicted by environmental attitudes and identity regardless of the domain 
of the behavior (public versus private) (Brick & Lewis, 2014). Due to a desire to keep 
actions consistent with their self-identity, people will perform PEBs over anti-
environmental behaviors, leading to a positive spillover effect from the initial 
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environmental actions (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014). Identity signaling theory purports 
that if PEBs are socially lauded, the performance of public PEBs would increase amongst 
those who self-identify as pro-environmentalist (Brick et al., 2017). Rather than self-
signaling, individuals will perform or avoid pro-environmental and anti-environmental 
behaviors in public to signal to others how they identify in terms of environmental action. 
Although this thesis does not address these theories, they may underlie the behavioral 
patterns in the results. 
2.5.4. Situational Factors 
Situational factors such as location, past experiences, and past actions also relate 
to pro-environmental behaviors and can project their future performance. Takahashi and 
Selfa (2015) found that community attachment in rural areas predicts PEBs. Others have 
found that location can help determine energy consumption due to climate differences 
and household types; and attitudes inspired by local policy and perceptions also influence 
conservation efforts (Frederiks et al., 2015). Spence et al. (2012) found that psychological 
distance impacts people’s concerns and attitudes about climate change, which may 
predict their performance of PEBs. The study’s results show that people have greater 
concerns and pro-environmental attitudes when the effects of climate change are framed 
locally rather than globally or far-away. Additionally, framing the impacts in relation to 
developing countries also increased concerns. Brody et al. (2008) found that proximity to 
sea-level rise vulnerable locations such as coastal and low elevation areas affected risk 
perception of climate change. However, risk perceptions alone do not predict the 
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performance of PEBs; people must also believe that their positive actions can offset the 
severity of climate change.  
Past experiences and actions can also influence climate change concerns which 
may predict pro-environmental behaviors. Several studies (van der Linden, 2015; Newell 
et al., 2014; Zaval et al., 2014) have found evidence that experiences of extreme weather 
or unusual temperatures have led to increased climate change concerns and beliefs, 
especially when people attribute those events to the changing climate. Stewart and Craig 
(2000) found that more frequent direct experiences of natural environments and 
ecosystems relate to increased performance of environmentally friendly behaviors or 
PEBs. Research shows that the past performance of PEBs often predicts the future 
performance of PEBs (Maki & Rothman, 2017). The predictive capabilities of past 
actions on the future performance of PEBs often stem from self-signaling (Barnes 
Truelove et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016; van der Werff et al., 2014a; van der Werff et al., 
2014b). In a set of studies, van der Werff et al. (2014a) found that the predictive power of 
past PEBs depends on how strongly a past action sends pro-environmental self-signals, 
usually dependent on the level of difficulty or rarity; the stronger signaling behaviors 
result in the future performance of PEBs. Further studies by van der Werff et al. (2014b) 
found that reminders of past PEBs affected the extent of people's environmental self-
identity, causing either positive or negative spillover effects. 
2.6. Barriers to Performing PEBs 
Even those who understand climate change and the risks it poses to humans and 
the natural environment fail to adopt the necessary pro-environmental behaviors required 
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to alleviate their impact on the natural environment. Past studies have looked at a wide 
range of factors related to pro-environmental behavior (PEB) such as scientific 
knowledge about climate change, ideological beliefs (Dunlap & McCright, 2008; Gifford, 
2011), social mores, and other internal or external factors (personality, risk perceptions, 
experiences, government, etc.) (Thomas et al., 2018; Campbell & Kay, 2014; Gifford, 
2011), and socio-demographics such as gender, income, and age (Maibach et al., 2009; 
O’Connor et al., 1999).  
In an extensive review of studies on the subject, Gifford (2011) outlined various 
psychological attributes or ‘dragons of inaction’ that limit humans from understanding 
and believing in climate change, thus preventing them from adopting PEB to mitigate the 
crisis. The review discusses how ideologies often drive people’s willingness to respond to 
climate change. Gifford characterizes worldview or the paradigm in which someone has 
always lived and learned shapes their views on climate change as an ideological 
psychological barrier to action. The study characterizes the ideological psychological 
barriers to action in four ways: worldview, or the paradigm in which you have always 
lived and learned shapes your views on climate change; suprahuman powers, as in the 
belief in the role of ‘higher powers’ in allowing climate change to affect human life; 
technosalvation, or the belief that more advanced technology will reverse the effects of 
climate change; and system justification, or the desire to maintain the status quo from 
which someone benefits. Many of these dragons of inaction relate to cognitive 
dissonance; for instance, people’s desire to continue living in a way that may harm the 
planet but is convenient while also understanding that they have to change their behavior 
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to reduce their carbon footprint. Some people may choose to perform the more PEB, 
whereas others may choose to perform the more harmful behavior, or they may perform 
some behaviors but not others due to a variety of different psychological or structural 
barriers.  
Structural barriers (social, cultural, economic, and institutional) can also hinder 
the performance of PEBs. Performing PEBs may have negative social implications in 
more conservative communities (Brick et al., 2017), particularly those who strongly 
oppose climate change mitigation efforts because they depend on the industrial sector or 
fossil fuel production as a main source of jobs and income. Some people in these 
communities may even perform anti-environmental behaviors in protest of 
environmentalism, such as modifying trucks to spew out smoke and pollutants at cyclists 
and hybrid vehicles (Tabuchi, 2016). Although some pro-environmental behaviors come 
at little to no cost (e.g. turning the lights off when they are not in use), most do have a 
higher upfront cost (with future savings) (e.g. installing solar panels on your home) than 
their anti-environmental counterparts. For instance, taking public transportation can come 
at a lower or higher cost than owning a vehicle (depending on the region), however, it 
always has a lower carbon footprint than driving. Unfortunately, not everyone can make 
use of public transportation due to institutional barriers such as a lack of service, 
unreliable service, and inaccessible service (Brick et al., 2017; Steg & Vlek, 2009). 
Even if a person overcomes the psychological and structural barriers to mitigating 
climate change by performing an environmental act, they may not continue their PEB 
after the initial act. Studies have found conflicting results regarding the way people 
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behave after performing PEBs. Through a review of these studies and a formation of a 
framework, Barnes Truelove et al. (2014) found that both positive and negative spillover 
effects coincide with PEB, but the feedback depends on the circumstances surrounding 
the choice to perform the environmental act. Negative spillover occurs when an initial 
environmental act (or the increase in one PEB) results in a decrease of future 
environmental acts or another PEB. With positive spillover, the initial action or increase 
in PEB results in the increase of at least another PEB (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014). 
These spillover effects relate to how extrinsic motivation or incentives reduce intrinsic 
motivation, and ultimately productivity (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014; Bénabou & Tirole, 
2003; Deci et al., 1999; Kreps, 1997). Bénabou and Tirole (2003) found that when 
promised a bonus before completing a task, people view that task as either boring or as if 
the payer has little confidence in their ability to complete it. This has the potential to 
reduce intrinsic motivation (Deci et al., 1999). It also finds that in the short-term, 
incentives increase productivity and performance, but in the long term, they reduce 
productivity and performance as motivation comes from extrinsic incentives. 
Additionally, the menial nature of a task might further reduce intrinsic motivation and 
diminish productivity as workers might experience negative self-signaling if they believe 
a task is ‘beneath’ them (Grewal et al., 2019).  
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CHAPTER 3: INTRINSIC AND EXTRINSIC MOTIVATIONS TO PERFORM 
PRO-ENVIRONMENTAL BEHAVIORS (PEBS) 
3.1. Introduction 
In 2019, a typical household in the United States had a carbon footprint of 48 
metric tons of carbon dioxide (Center for Sustainable Systems (CSS), 2019), twice the 
household emissions in 2006 (Chameides, 2007). The main contributors to this number 
are meat consumption, excessive waste, passenger vehicles, and at-home energy 
consumption (CSS, 2019). With many places already experiencing the impacts of 
accelerated climate change due to carbon (and other greenhouse gas) emissions, 
immediate action must occur on a wide scale to reduce the nation's carbon footprint. 
Although household emissions represent only a portion of the country's total, it is 
significant enough that if everyone shifted their daily behaviors it would have a 
tremendous impact on worldwide emissions (La Shier, 2018).  
People's daily behaviors often have an impact on the natural world and can either 
reduce or increase their carbon footprint, thus determining their contribution to 
anthropogenic climate change. People may choose to perform behaviors because of their 
positive impact on the environment or as an alternative to a more harmful action, such as 
composting food waste instead of disposing of it. Social scientists refer to these actions as 
pro-environmental behaviors (PEBs), environmentally sustainable actions people perform 
with the intent of reducing one's carbon footprint or environmental impact (Ones et al., 
2015). These behaviors do not only include daily actions but can also include actions that 
occur infrequently such as buying an electric vehicle; however, this study focuses 
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specifically on behaviors many people in the United States perform either daily or within 
a week. 
Motivations prompt the actions of individuals, actions such as recycling, using 
disposable containers, turning the lights off when leaving a room, driving a fuel-efficient 
vehicle, going to work, etc. However, the origins of these motivations differ from person 
to person. Some people perform certain actions because of how they make them feel and 
perform others because of what they receive from completing the action. The latter 
reason describes extrinsic motivation which results from the desire to produce a separate 
outcome, such as saving money or time (Ryan & Deci, 2000). The former reason 
describes intrinsic motivation, the idea that people perform some actions purely for the 
sake of the act and how it makes them feel without the expectation of a reward (Ryan & 
Deci, 2000; Oudeyer & Kaplan, 2009). Both motivations stem from self-determination 
theory which describes how differences in autonomy and control result in different types 
of motivations (Deci & Ryan, 2012). 
Studies have found that extrinsic motivation led by the promise of a monetary 
reward undermines intrinsic motivation and productivity (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014; 
Bénabou & Tirole, 2003; Deci et al., 1999; Kreps, 1997). Additionally, where short-term 
incentives improve productivity and performance, long-term incentives diminish 
productivity and performance due to extrinsic motivation (Deci et al., 1999). Integrated 
extrinsic motivations, which are led by autonomous rewards such as working hard in 
school to get good grades because they make someone feel good about themselves, do 
not necessarily produce the same results as nonintegrated extrinsic motivations (Deci, 
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2004). The findings on extrinsic motivations also apply to the performance of pro-
environmental behaviors wherein spillover effects can depend on the motivating factor 
for performing a behavior. A framework by Barnes Truelove et al. (2014) states that 
extrinsically motivated PEBs can cause a negative spillover effect that results in the 
performance of fewer future PEBs. However, more studies need to test this framework as 
researchers have only recently begun exploring the connections between motivations and 
performance of PEBs. 
Performance of intrinsically motivated behaviors can result in a warm glow effect. 
Warm glow occurs when a person performs an 'altruistic' act, subsequently sending 
positive self-signals about their morals (Andreoni, 1990). Taufik et al. (2014) found that 
people feel both a psychological response and physical warming when performing PEBs. 
Self-signaling theory explains the positive self-signals that precede warm glow because 
according to the theory when people perform an act, they signal a response about their 
character to themselves (Bodner & Prelec, 2002). Therefore, when someone consciously 
performs a PEB, regardless of their motivation, they may signal to themselves that they 
care about the environment. If led by an intrinsic motivation or an integrated extrinsic 
motivation to perform a PEB, a positive spillover effect can occur wherein a person 
performs more PEBs in the future because of the self-signals from the initial act (Barnes 
Truelove et al., 2014).  
3.1.1. Research Questions and Hypotheses 
This study connects self-signaling and self-determination theories to the 
performance of pro-environmental behaviors through an online experiment in effort 
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exertion and behavioral change. This article analyzes the treatment impacts of extrinsic 
and intrinsic motivations on effort exertion for a task, as well as intentions and follow-
through to perform pro-environmental behaviors. The following research questions frame 
the study design and analysis: (1) how do small extrinsic or intrinsic interventions impact 
short-term changes in the performance of PEBs and intentions to perform PEBs in the 
future; (2) how do extrinsic and intrinsic motivations in the form of bonus payments and 
donations to charities affect differences in effort exerted in a simple word-entry task? 
We investigate these questions through three hypotheses: 
H0: There is no difference in the performance of PEBs, intentions to perform PEBs, and 
effort exerted between the intrinsic and extrinsic treatment groups and the control group.  
H1: Participants in the intrinsic treatment group will increase their performance of PEBs 
compared to the other treatment groups.  
H1.1: Controlling for effort exerted, participants in the intrinsic treatment group 
will increase their performance of PEBs in week 2 compared to the other 
treatment groups. 
H1.2: Controlling for clusters, participants in the extrinsic treatment group will 
decrease their performance of PEBs in week 2 when compared to the other 
treatment groups. 
H2: Participants in the intrinsic treatment will have higher intentions to perform PEBs 
when compared to those in the extrinsic treatment and control groups. 
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H2.1: Controlling for effort exerted, participants in the intrinsic treatment group 
will have higher intentions to perform PEBs when compared to those in the 
control group. 
H2.2: Controlling for clusters, participants in the intrinsic treatment will have 
higher intentions to perform PEBs when compared to those in the control group. 
H2.3: Controlling for treatment, participants in the highest performing cluster 
(Most Engaged) will have higher intentions to perform PEBs. 
H3: Controlling for relevant demographic factors or charity selection, participants in the 
extrinsic treatment group will type more words for the word-entry task than those in the 
intrinsic treatment and control groups. 
H3.1. Controlling for treatment groups and charity selection, participants in the 
least environmentally concerned and active cluster (Doubtful and Dismissive) will 
exert the least amount of effort. 
3.2. Methods 
The data used in this study consists of responses from 452 initial participants from 
Amazon’s Mechanical Turk, MTurk, platform collected over two weeks in 2019 as a 
two-part survey. The first part of the survey asked participants about their demographic 
characteristics, environmental attitudes, recent pro-environmental behaviors, concern for 
the climate, and pro-environmental intentions. Participants then completed a word-entry 
task as an experimental treatment and answered warm glow (van der Linden, 2018) 
questions about how they feel about doing something for the environment. One week 
later, the second part (n = 405) of the survey asked the same questions to those asked in 
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part one to see if responses shifted over the course of the study, excluding the 
demographic questions and word-entry task.  
3.2.1. Demographic Characteristics 
In the first part of the survey, we collected demographic information from 
participants to assess how those differences related to intrinsic and extrinsic motivation 
This information included the participant’s age, income level, education level, whether 
they have children in their lives, gender, and political lean. We used categorical and 
continuous variables to measure these demographic properties. Age was reported as the 
year of birth and that number was subtracted from the survey year, 2018. The 
questionnaire asked for total gross household income and the options included: less than 
$25,000; $25,000 - $49,999; $50,000 - $74,999; $75,000 - $99,999; $100,000 - $149,999; 
$150,000 - $199,999; and $200,000 or more. To convert the variable into a numerical 
one, each value was recoded as the median value, thus changing the values to 12500, 
32500, 62500, 87500, 125000, 175000, and 200000. 
Education was an ordinal variable representing the highest level of education 
completed and was measured as less than high school diploma or equivalent, high school 
diploma or equivalent, trade school degree or certificate, Associates degree, Bachelor's 
degree, and graduate degree (Master’s, Ph.D., MD, JD, etc). This variable was also 
recoded into a numerical variable with values ranging from 1 to 6 respective to the order 
presented above. 
Political lean was also converted into a numerical scale from -2 to 2 (most 
conservative to most liberal). The responses were coded as follows: half of the time, I 
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vote for Democrats and half of the time, I vote for Republicans became 0; I nearly always 
vote for Democrats became 2; I vote for Democrats more often than I vote Republicans 
became 1; I vote for Republicans more often than I vote for Democrats became -1; I 
nearly always vote for Republicans became -2; I am eligible to vote, but I never vote and 
I am not eligible to vote were coded as missing (NA). Since Republicans are, on average, 
more skeptical toward climate change and more conservative in their willingness to 
support policies addressing it (Dunlap & McCright, 2008; Campbell, 2014), they 
negatively impact the grouped political affiliation scores. The questionnaire provided 
three options for gender (female, male, and other), but only three participants responded 
other. Due to the small number of other responses and the evidence that females are more 
environmentally conscious, the variable was converted into a dummy variable where 
female = 1 and male and other = 0. See Table 1 for summary statistics of the key 
demographic variables. 
3.2.2. Treatment Groups 
One of the purposes of this study was to evaluate changes in the pro-
environmental intentions and behavior after an intervention that nudged individuals to 
exert effort to help contribute to a pro-environmental non-profit. The intervention 
involved completing a word-entry task from a word-cloud, for which participants and/or 
a nonprofit organization were paid per word typed depending on the treatment group. The 
purpose was to measure differences in extrinsic and intrinsic motivation for performing 
PEBs and effort exertion (van der Linden, 2018; Hornik et al., 1995). All participants 
were randomly assigned to one of the two treatment groups, extrinsic (n = 142) and 
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intrinsic (n = 161), or the control group (n = 149). Before completing the word-entry 
task, the extrinsic treatment group was told that they and a charity would each be paid 
one cent per word typed correctly from the word-cloud. The intrinsic treatment group 
was told that a charity would be paid one cent per word typed correctly from the word-
cloud; they were not aware that others in the study were receiving a bonus for the same 
work. The control group participants received a bonus for completing the same task at the 
same rate; no charity received a donation for their work. Participants in the two treatment 
groups were asked to select one charity out of a list of three (displayed in random order) 
who would receive the donation for their work. The charity options included a small non-
environmentally focused nonprofit, The Vermont Historical Society; a small chapter of a 
conservation and climate change nonprofit, Sierra Club - Vermont Chapter; and a 
national environmental advocacy nonprofit, and the Environmental Defense Fund. The 
choice of a non-profit was added to encourage a sense of agency over the effort task 
beneficiary (Johansson-Stenman & Svedsäter, 2008). However, specific charities were 
chosen to encourage people to choose an environmental non-profit.  
3.2.3. Variable Indices 
This study uses several composite variables, or indices, to combine the responses 
of many questions into themes. Five indices were created from responses to the first and 
second parts of the survey. Each index consists of a unique set of variables that relate to 
an overarching theme.1 Indices were only created for ordinal variables. The pro-
 
 
1 See the Appendix for a detailed makeup of each index and consistency values. 
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environmental attitudes and identity index (idIndex) included six variables meant to 
capture the general environmental attitudes of participants, including five variables subset 
from the revised New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale captured environmental attitudes 
or beliefs (Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, & Jones, 2000). The past-week pro-environmental 
behaviors index (pwPEBsIndex) asked participants about how frequently they performed 
certain behaviors in the week before the study. These included five conversational or 
social PEBs, 11 daily or weekly PEBs, and three anti-environmental behaviors (which 
were coded in reverse order, see below). The next index measured intentions to perform 
pro-environmental behaviors (in terms of likelihood) in the following week 
(intentPEBsIndex) and asked about the same behaviors as in the past-week index. The 
climate change concerns index (ccIndex) consisted of three questions about climate 
change concerns adapted from a Pew Research Center report on global climate change 
concerns (Stokes, Wike, & Carle, 2015). The warm-glow index (warmGlowIndex) only 
included two variables that asked about how somebody felt about doing something 
positive for the environment (van der Linden, 2018).  
We converted each response to a numeric value for all of the variables we wished 
to include in the index and standardized each of the responses (e.g. the past-week 
conversation and PEB variables were coded on a scale from 1, as never completed, to 5, 
as frequently performed). To standardize the values of a single variable, a mean was 
calculated for the particular variable, all observations that matched the mean became zero 
and all others were changed to their distance from the mean by the number of standard 
deviations of the response distribution. This process was repeated for all of the variables 
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in an index, the variables were then added to the index for each respondent. Several other 
studies on climate change perceptions have used this composite variable/index method 
(Wolsko, Ariceaga, & Seiden, 2016; Whitmarsh, 2009; Brody, Zahran, & Vedlitz, 2008). 
To determine the reliability and consistency of the indices, we tested each index for its 
Cronbach’s Alpha value, and all but one (pwPEBsIndexP2, standardized alpha = 0.83) 
indices were at or above the 0.85 value for strong consistency when using the 
standardized alphas, most raw alphas also met this threshold.  
3.2.4. Clustering Participants 
We clustered participants based on their pre-treatment responses to PEB, concern, 
attitude, and warm-glow variables in the first part of the study. First, we confirmed the 
proper number of clusters by calculating within groups sum of squares (wss) and plotting 
that value against one to ten clusters. This resulted in the decision to select three clusters. 
We confirmed this result by performing another analysis on the data using the mclust() R 
function from the mclust package. The mclust package in RStudio clusters based on an 
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm and Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) 
(Scrucca, Fop, Murphy, & Raftery, 2016). Then, we performed a k-means analysis with 
the center set as 3 due to the determined number of appropriate clusters and iterated the 
function up to 50 times to confirm that participants fall into the proper cluster. We used 
these clusters to analyze the differences in the key variables between the groups and the 
extent of behavioral change by cluster. 
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3.2.5. Statistical Analyses 
In addition to running summary statistics on the group demographics, indices, and 
cluster groups, several hypotheses were tested using regression analyses. To test the first 
two hypotheses (H1 and H2), we ran ordinal logistic (logit) regressions with actual and 
intended performance as ordinal dependent variables. Change in performance of past 
week PEBs was first calculated by standardizing the past week PEBs indices from weeks 
1 and 2 between 0 and 1, then subtracting the first week from the second week. The 
resulting variable was then divided by quadrant percentiles into four categories that 
translate to larger increases in pro-environmental behavior with range sets noted: lowest 
change [-2.559, -0.310), below average performance [-0.310, 0.017), above average 
performance [0.017, 0.326), highest performance [0.326, 2.927]. The PEB indices were 
converted into categorical variables because the variables within them initially had 
categorical Likert responses which did not have clear numeric differences between 
categories; therefore, it is more appropriate to analyze the final averaged indices as 
ordinal variables as well. The treatment group, effort, and cluster variables were 
regressed onto the new change in PEB variable using an ordered logit method.  
To further examine the effects across and within groups, most of the models 
focused on comparing results from each treatment group to the control group, each high 
performing cluster to the lowest-performing cluster, or they focused on one of the three 
clusters to compare effects within cluster groups. Then, the coefficients and confidence 
intervals of each resulting model were exponentiated to reveal the odds ratio for each 
independent variable. A similar process was repeated to test H2, except to measure 
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intentions, only the intentions to perform PEBs index from week 1 was recoded into a 
four-level ordinal variable using quadrant percentiles with range sets noted: lowest 
intentions [-1.575, -0.352), below average intentions [-0.352, 0.102), above average 
intentions [0.102, 0.407), highest intentions [0.407, 1.091]. Again, ordered logit models 
resulted from regressing the treatment group and effort variables onto the resulting 
dependent variable. To test H3 with effort exerted, or word count, as the continuous 
dependent variable, we ran ordinary least square (OLS) regressions. The models 
regressed the extrinsic treatment and intrinsic treatment dummy variables, five 
demographic factors (age, female, white, black, and income), clusters, and charity 
selection onto the effort variable.  
3.3. Results 
Table 1 shows the demographic summary statistics for all participants in the study 
as well as by treatment group. About 42 percent of the sample are females and males 
make up the majority of each group. Overall and within each treatment group, the sample 
is predominantly college educated (42.9-48.6 percent), white (65.2-71.8 percent), 
Democratic voters (61.9-65.7 percent), and are under the age of 40 (n = 389). Figure 1 
shows bar charts of the count of participants in each of the levels in the change in past-
week PEBs index ordinal variable and the ordinal variable for the intentions to perform 
PEBs in week 1 index by treatment group. Participants in the intrinsic treatment group 
had the highest positive change in the performance of PEBs and had the highest 
intentions in week 1. Participants in the extrinsic treatment and control groups had the 
lowest intentions to perform PEBs in week 1. 
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Table 1: Summary Statistics of Demographics 
 Percent 
Variable All Groups Control Extrinsic Intrinsic 
Education Level  N = 452 n = 149 n = 142 n = 161 
Less than high school diploma 0.66 1.34 0.70 0.00 
High school diploma 24.55 26.85 18.31 27.95 
Trade school degree 4.42 3.36 4.93 4.97 
Associates degree 15.71 16.11 16.90 14.29 
Bachelor's degree 45.13 44.30 48.59 42.86 
Graduate degree 9.51 8.05 10.56 9.94 
Female  41.81 38.93 44.37 42.24 
Ethnicity / Race     
Asian 7.74 6.71 7.75 8.70 
Black 18.36 14.09 19.72 21.12 
Latinx 7.30 10.07 5.63 6.21 
White 68.80 71.81 69.72 65.22 
Other 2.43 0.00 0.70 1.24 
Political Leaning n = 419 n = 131 n = 134 n = 154 
Democrat 63.48 65.65 61.94 62.99 
Republican 27.21 29.77 24.63 27.27 
 Mean (SD) 
Age  35.28 (9.29) 34.70 (9.76) 35.85 (8.80) 35.30 (9.30) 
Income level  59.28 (39.19) 62.20 (40.83) 58.45 (38.56) 57.33 (38.25) 
Note. The sample sizes for age and income are the same as those noted at the top of each column. 




Figure 1: Ordinal Behavior Indices by Treatment Group (n = 405) 
Table 2 shows the gender makeup, select index scores, and political affiliation 
scores (as a range of -2 to 2 representing most conservative to most liberal) for the 
resulting three clusters. As shown in Table 2, the Most Concerned cluster includes the 
largest number of participants (n = 222), is most politically liberal on average, has the 
highest environmental attitude and climate change concern scores in both parts. Figure 3 
provides a visual representation of the index means for each cluster with the means and 
standard error intervals noted for each survey part. The Most Engaged cluster falls second 
to cluster one in concerns and attitudes, but still expressed climate change concerns on 
average and a slight pro-environmental identity. However, this group had the highest 
performance of PEBs and intentions to perform PEBs (Figure 2). The final cluster, 
Doubtful and Dismissive, has the lowest average scores for every index and is more 
politically conservative. This group likely does not believe in climate change, expresses 
little to no concern over it, and has a lower likelihood of holding pro-environmental 
attitudes.  
Table 2: Mean Values of Indices and Demographic Variables by Cluster 
 Cluster 





Female 0.473 0.319 0.394 
Political Affiliation Index 0.749 0.67 0.344 
Attitude Index P1 0.4597 0.0076 -0.94 
Past Week PEBs P2 0.0362 0.3348 -0.4218 
CC Concern Index P1 1.362 0.377 -3.094 
PEB Intentions P1 0.1024 0.2935 -0.5089 
Observations (n) 222 113 109 
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Figure 2: Ordinal Behavior Indices by Cluster Group (n = 444) 
 
Figure 3: Mean Values and Standard Error of Indices in Week 1 and Week 2 by Cluster Group. 
Value is normalized by range on a scale of (-1,1). Group sample sizes are noted above columns and 
overall n = 444. 
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3.3.1. H1: Change in Performance of PEBs Analysis 
Table 3 shows the results of three ordered logit models analyzing the relationships 
between treatments and effort exerted on the difference between the normalized indices 
of past week PEBs in weeks one and two, the dependent variable. The first model 
regresses the treatment variable onto the dependent variable, the results show that 
behaviors did not change significantly for either treatment group when compared with the 
control group without any controlling factors.  
Table 3: Relationships between Treatments and Effort Exerted on the Difference between Past Week 
PEBs in Weeks 1 and 2 
 Dependent variable:  
 Change in PEBs between Weeks 1 and 2  
 (1.0) (1.1) (1.2) (1.3) 
Extrinsic Treatment 0.082 0.064 -0.980** 0.119 
 (0.222) (0.222) (0.415) (0.226) 
Intrinsic Treatment 0.194 0.209 -0.263 0.232 
 (0.214) (0.215) (0.371) (0.220) 
Effort (Word Count)  0.002 -0.004  
  (0.002) (0.003)  
Extrinsic Treatment * Effort   0.012***  
   (0.004)  
Intrinsic Treatment * Effort   0.006  
   (0.004)  
Most Concerned Cluster    0.502** 
    (0.222) 
Most Engaged Cluster    -1.016*** 
    (0.263) 
Residual Deviance 1121.713 1118.515 1111.092 1057.58 
AIC 1131.713 1130.515 1127.092 1071.58 
Note: Ordered logistic regression where the dependent variable is a four-
level ordinal variable that measures the difference between the normalized 
PEB index scores from parts one and two. (n = 405) 
*p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
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Model 1.1 looks at the relationship between effort exerted, measured as words 
typed, with the treatments, and change in performance of PEBs. The results show that 
effort alone does not impact changes in daily PEBs; this holds when controlling for 
treatment groups. Model 1.2 couples the treatment and effort effects by regressing the 
extrinsic and intrinsic treatment and effort variables along with interaction terms of each 
treatment with effort onto the PEB change outcome. The ordered logit finds that for those 
in the extrinsic treatment group, the log odds of having the lowest change levels (as 
opposed to below average, above average, or highest change levels) in PEBs is 0.98 
points higher than for those in the control group when controlling for the effort of those 
in the intrinsic treatment at p = 0.018. Model 1.2 also finds that with each additional word 
written, participants in the extrinsic treatment group were 0.012 points less likely to fall 
into the lowest change group at p = 0.003 when controlling for the effort of those in the 
intrinsic treatment (Error! Not a valid bookmark self-reference.). Based on the results 
in model 1.2, we can reject our null hypothesis that the change in performance of past 
week PEBs from week 1 to week 2 does not differ between treatment groups, and that 
effort exerted does not impact the change in PEBs either. The results for model 1.3 show 
that participants in the Most Concerned cluster are 0.502 points less likely to fall into the 
lowest change levels (p = .024), as many increased their performance of PEBs in week 2. 
Conversely, participants in the Most Engaged cluster, those with the highest initial levels 
of PEB performance, are 1.016 points more likely to fall into the lowest change levels (p 
< .001), as many decreased their performance of PEBs in week 2.  
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Table 4: Odds Ratios and Confidence Intervals of an Exponentiated Model 1.2 
Variable OR 2.5 % 97.5 % P-value 
Extrinsic Treatment 0.375 0.166 0.844 0.018 
Intrinsic Treatment 0.768 1.593 0.875 0.478 
Effort (Word Count) 0.996 0.995 1.003 0.583 
Extrinsic Treatment * Effort 1.012 1.004 1.020 0.003 
Intrinsic Treatment * Effort 1.006 0.998 1.013 0.137 
Note. Bolded p-values are statistically significant at the 0.05 level. 
 
3.3.2. H2: Intentions Analysis 
Table 5: Differences in Intentions between Treatment Groups and Clusters 
 Dependent variable: 
 Week 1 PEB Intentions 
 (2.0) (2.1) (2.2) (2.3) (2.4) (2.5) (2.6) 
Extrinsic Treatment -0.062 -0.045 -0.146 -0.407  0.178 0.206 
 (0.210) (0.210) (0.222) (0.305)  (0.435) (0.471) 
Intrinsic Treatment 0.570*** 0.550*** 0.570*** 0.634** 1.074*** 0.675 0.261 
 (0.206) (0.206) (0.214) (0.303) (0.300) (0.416) (0.451) 
Effort (Word Count)  -0.003**      
  (0.001)      
Most Concerned 
Cluster 
  2.097***     
   (0.239)     
Most Engaged Cluster   2.789***     
   (0.276)     
Observations 452 452 444 222 155 113 109 






Residual Deviance 1241.587 1237.431 1094.712 594.800 409.409 278.182 214.013 
AIC 1251.587 1249.431 1108.712 604.800 417.409 288.182 224.013 
Note: Ordered logistic regression where the dependent variable is 
a four-level ordinal variable of intentions to perform PEBs in 
week 1 of the study.  
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
 
Table 5 shows the results of the hypothesis tests for H2 which examines the effect 
the treatments, effort exerted, and clusters on intentions to perform PEBs in week 1 
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through ordered logistic regression. Model 2.1 finds that when controlling for effort 
exerted, log odds of falling into the lowest intentions level (as opposed to below average, 
above average, or highest change levels) to perform PEBs, is 0.55 points lower for 
participants in the intrinsic group than the control group at p = .008. The ordered logit for 
model 2.2 finds that for those in the intrinsic treatment group, the log odds of falling into 
the lowest intentions level to perform PEBs is 0.57 points lower than for those in the 
control group when controlling for the effort of those in the intrinsic treatment and 
different clusters at p = 0.008; this also holds when not controlling for cluster groups 
(model 2.0). Model 2.2 also finds that people in the Most Concerned and Most Engaged 
clusters are more than 2 points less likely to fall into the lowest intentions group than 
those in the Doubtful and Dismissive cluster at p < 0.001 when controlling for treatment 
(Table 6). Models 2.3 and 2.4 only apply to participants in the Most Concerned cluster 
and look at the treatment impact on intentions within the group. The results show that for 
participants in this cluster who received the intrinsic treatment, the log odds of falling 
into the lowest intentions level is 0.63 points lower than for those in the control group at p 
= 0.036. Additionally, when comparing the intentions of participants in the intrinsic 
treatment group to those in the extrinsic treatment group, participants in the intrinsic 
treatment group are less likely to have the lowest intentions to perform PEBs (p < 0.001). 
However, a t-test of the differences in the Past-Week PEBs Index scores between 
participants in the two treatment groups reveals that the intrinsic group baseline scores 
were significantly different from those in the extrinsic group (but not from the control 
group) where t = -2.197 and p = 0.03. Neither model 2.5 nor 2.6 showed significant 
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results; they calculated the treatment effect on intentions within the Most Engaged and 
Doubtful and Dismissive clusters, respectively. 
Table 6: Odds Ratios and Confidence Intervals of an Exponentiated Model 2.2 
Variable OR 2.5 % 97.5 % P-value 
Extrinsic Treatment 0.864 0.559 1.335 0.510 
Intrinsic Treatment 1.768 1.163 2.697 0.008 
Most Concerned Cluster 8.143 5.137 13.104 0.000 
Most Engaged Cluster 16.261 9.537 28.173 0.000 
Note. Bolded p-values are statistically significant at the 0.05 level and n = 444. 
 
3.3.3. H3: Effort Exerted Analysis 
 The OLS regression results in Table 7 examine the effects of demographics, 
treatment group, and charity selection on effort exerted in the word-entry task. The 
baseline model (3.0) shows that when not controlling for other factors, the treatment 
groups do not differ significantly from the control group in effort exerted. This holds 
when controlling for demographic factors. Model 3.1 shows that without adding controls, 
participants in the extrinsic treatment group wrote significantly more words (~16) than 
those in the intrinsic treatment group (p = .009). However, as model 3.2 shows, for every 
additional year of age, words typed decreased by 0.8, on average (p < .005); females 
wrote 21.2 more words on average (p < 0.001); and participants who identified their race 
as black wrote 36.4 fewer words on average at p < 0.001 when controlling for treatment 
group. Model 3.3 shows that when controlling for treatment groups, selecting an 
environmental charity does not have a significant effect on effort exerted. However, when 
controlling for charity selection, participants in the extrinsic treatment group wrote 16.9 
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more words, on average, than those in the intrinsic treatment group (p = 0.007). Model 
3.4 only applies to participants in the Doubtful and Dismissive cluster. The results show 
that when controlling for charity selection, participants in this cluster and the extrinsic 
treatment group wrote 28.1 more words, on average, than those in the intrinsic treatment 
group and the Doubtful and Dismissive cluster at p = 0.022. 
Table 7: Effects of Treatments, Demographics, and Charity Selection on Effort 
  Dependent variable: 
  Effort (Word Count) 
 (3.0) (3.1) (3.2) (3.3) (3.4) 
Extrinsic Treatment 6.178 16.429*** 7.859 16.939*** 28.078** 
 (6.440) (6.226) (6.150) (6.230) (11.949) 
Intrinsic Treatment -10.251  -8.079   
 (6.243)  (5.963)   
Age   -0.784***   
   (0.276)   
Female   21.177***   
   (5.112)   
White   -0.182   
   (7.178)   
Black   -36.363***   
   (8.530)   
Income   -0.030   
   (0.063)   
Environmental Charity    8.793 -15.723 
    (8.921) (12.228) 
Constant 81.617***  107.569*** 65.078*** 72.780*** 
 (4.499)  (11.784) (8.831) (10.955) 
Observations 452 303 452 297 70 
R2 0.015 0.023 0.121 0.027 0.095 
Note: OLS regression. Standard errors are reported in 
parentheses. Model 3.4 only includes participants in the 
Doubtful and Dismissive cluster. 
*p<0.1; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
3.4. Discussion 
Performing pro-environmental behaviors, and most other actions that require 
effort, necessitates some level of motivation. People can experience intrinsic motivation 
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to perform PEBs or exert effort in a task, leading them to feel good about themselves by 
sending positive self-signals triggered by their environmental stewardship. Extrinsic 
motivations led by the promise of monetary rewards can also underpin PEBs and effort. 
Rewards can increase performance in the short-run, but often as the reward fades, so does 
the productivity. In this study, we aimed to incite intrinsic and extrinsic motivations 
through charity donations and performance rewards for effort exerted in a simple word-
entry task. The experiment tested the effects of an intervention with three groups—
intrinsic treatment, extrinsic treatment, and control—on changes in the performance of 
daily PEBs, intentions to perform PEBs, and effort exertion.  
The results showed that participants in the extrinsic treatment group, those who 
received a monetary reward for the level of effort they exerted, were more likely to 
reduce their performance of PEBs from the first to the second week than participants in 
the control or intrinsic group. However, this result only held significance when 
controlling for the interaction between the extrinsic treatment and effort variables. 
Participants in the extrinsic group exerted significantly more effort than those in the 
intrinsic group when controlling for charity selection. Although many of those in the 
extrinsic group demonstrated reduced past-week PEBs in the second week, participants 
who exerted the most effort and received the extrinsic treatment were more likely to 
increase rather than decrease their performance of PEBs in week two. The very large 
difference in performance in the effort task between the extrinsic and intrinsic groups 
might signify that for most participants, the charitable donation offered little to no 
motivation to exert more effort in the task.  
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The intrinsic treatment appeared to have no impact on changes in daily PEB 
performance. It did, however, affect intentions to perform PEBs. When controlling for the 
cluster groups, participants in the intrinsic treatment group were less likely than those in 
the control and extrinsic groups to have the lowest intentions. These results also applied 
to participants from the intrinsic treatment group within the Most Concerned cluster who 
also had the highest change in performance of PEBs between weeks 1 and 2.  
The intervention in this pilot study may have not been large enough to influence 
behavioral change in a week’s time, but the intrinsic treatment did have increased 
intentions to perform PEBs which demonstrates some effectiveness. More research must 
be done to investigate the connections between intrinsic motivations and performance of 
PEBs. In order to cultivate intrinsic motivation to perform PEBs on a societal level, 
school curriculums must include climate change. Materialism, driven by advanced 
capitalism, not only contributes to anti-environmental behavior (Kilbourne & Pickett, 
2008) but has also made society less empathetic and caring of others (Butler, 2018). 
Society must become less materialistic and focused on extrinsic incentives in order to 
rebuild its intrinsic motivation to perform PEBs and empathy for those who already do 
and will experience the negative impacts of climate change. No single policy change can 
signal such change, rather systematic reform must occur to instill (in society) love and 
compassion for the environment and others. 
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CHAPTER 4: PREDICTORS OF PEBs ACCORDING TO A PROBABILISTIC 
STRUCTURAL EQUATION MODEL (PSEM) 
4.1. Introduction 
Human behavior drives anthropogenic climate change through the emission of 
greenhouse gases, potentially leading to catastrophic changes in the environment and 
human life for present and future generations. Although the greatest responsibility for 
mitigating climate change falls on industry and governments, consumers have great 
power in influencing how and what is produced or maintained (La Shier, 2018). Pro-
environmental collective action by individuals and communities has the potential to 
dramatically reduce carbon emissions. People can perform a wide range of pro-
environmental behaviors (PEBs) to reduce their carbon footprints through repeated 
actions and longer-term investments (Ones et al., 2015). These behaviors can include 
those performed in the private domain where people act to directly reduce their impact on 
the environment through their consumption patterns (Stern, 2000) with little visibility 
outside the household (Thomas et al., 2018; Brick et al., 2017). Unlike public and private 
PEBs, social PEBs do not have a direct impact on the environment as they involve 
communication between people and others in their communities about climate change 
(Ballew et al., 2015). They also include public consumption or activist (Brick et al., 
2017behaviors that also directly affect people’s carbon footprints but have higher 
visibility to those outside their households. Many of these behaviors have very low 
barriers to adoption; however, the most effective behaviors often have higher barriers that 
require the availability of infrastructure and resources. These barriers—be they physical, 
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social, or psychological—can discourage the completion of PEBs (Kollmuss & 
Agyeman, 2010). Conversely, certain physical, social, or psychological characteristics 
can also lead to high levels of PEB completion. This study aims to explore the different 
factors that predict PEB and the relationships between those factors. 
The performance of PEBs depends on a variety of socio-demographic, situational, 
and psychological factors. In general, most studies have found weak connections between 
the performance of PEBs and most socio-demographic factors such as age, gender, 
education, and income (Botetzagias et al., 2015; Frederiks et al., 2015; Hornik et al., 
1995). However, political affiliation may impact environmental behavior as more liberal 
people have stronger beliefs and higher climate change concerns (Tobler et al., 2012; Zia 
& Todd, 2010) which often predict the performance of PEBs. Situational factors such as 
location, where policy and cultural perceptions of PEB can vary and influence climate 
change concerns and pro-environmental attitudes differently (e.g. rural versus urban, 
regional, national) (Frederiks et al., 2015; Takahashi & Selfa, 2015). Past experiences of 
events associated with climate change such as extreme weather or unusual temperatures 
have led to increased climate change concerns and beliefs (van der Linden, 2015; Newell 
et al., 2014; Zaval et al., 2014).  
Studies have found that the performance of past PEBs can strongly predict the 
behavior of future PEBs due to self-signaling, the theory that a person signals a response 
about their character to themselves when performing an act (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014; 
Lee et al., 2016; Van der Werff et al., 2014a; Van der Werff et al., 2014b). Van der Werff 
et al. (2014a) found that the predictive strength and influence of a self-signal from 
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performing a PEB depends largely on the difficulty of executing the behavior and 
frequency of performance. Performance of more difficult or rare behaviors results in 
stronger positive self-signals because it reinforces and strengthens someone's pro-
environmental attitudes and identity leading to the completion of more environmental 
actions in the future. 
Self-signaling dictates actions by establishing how people perceive themselves 
because people’s behavior often reflects their true disposition, perceived disposition, or 
how they want others to perceive them (Bodner & Prelec, 2002). Self-signaling occurs 
because often people do not know their true dispositions on a matter until they perform a 
behavior that relates to the subject and signals information about themselves (Ryan & 
Deci, 2000). This theory provides an explanation for why environmental attitudes and 
identity might predict the performance of PEBs. For example, someone who identifies as 
a pro-environmentalist and believes in the negative impacts of anthropogenic climate 
change may already subscribe to the idea that consumption and lifestyle changes can 
mitigate the impacts. If they strongly self-identify as a pro-environmentalist, then they 
might choose to perform more pro-environmental behaviors, regardless of barriers to 
adoption (excluding the impossible) because of self-signals about their disposition to 
environmental behaviors as pro-environmentalists (Schultz & Oskamp, 1996). Pro-
environmentalists will also perform more PEBs, particularly in public, when society 
praises those behaviors (Brick et al., 2017). Therefore, in this study, we ask about pro-
environmentalist attitudes and identity in conjunction with daily PEBs. 
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Some people may also perform PEBs because of a phenomenon called warm 
glow—a physical warming and positive psychological self-signal that occurs from doing 
something beneficial for the environment or what they believe is "right" (Taufik et al., 
2014; Andreoni, 1990). Studies have also found that climate change concerns have 
predictive power for the performance of PEBs. Climate change concerns can strongly 
predict high performance of low-barrier PEBs, but they do not typically predict high 
performance of high-barrier PEBs (Frederiks et al., 2015; Tobler et al., 2012; Diekmann 
& Preisendörfer, 2003; Schultz & Oskamp, 1996). This study includes warm glow and 
climate change concern questions to measure how participants respond to performing 
PEBs to determine if a relationship exists between warm glow and behavior or concerns 
and behavior.  
Many of the psychological drivers stem from the concept of cognitive dissonance, 
which explains the anxiety that occurs when a person holds opposing beliefs, ideas, or 
attitudes that influence their behavior and shifts in attitude (Kaish, 1967; Festinger, 
1957). According to cognitive dissonance theory, when a person faces the need to 
perform a behavior that contradicts their beliefs or attitude, they will experience an 
incongruity in their thoughts and will have to either shift their beliefs or attitudes, avoid 
the behavior, or lessen the importance of their thought on the action in order to return to a 
state of cognitive consonance (Harmon-Jones & Mills, 2019; McLeod, 2018). In a study 
of psychological barriers to climate change mitigation and adaptation efforts, Gifford 
(2011) discusses how ignorance, ideological beliefs, uncertainty, unawareness of the 
environment, discounting and lessening future risks, optimism, financial costs, mistrust, 
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denial, and limited behavior lead to changes that have minimal impacts. Cognitive 
dissonance underlies many of these barriers as people’s beliefs and attitudes towards 
climate change and PEBs contradict what must occur to prevent catastrophic climate 
change. Structural barriers such as infrastructure, income, social perceptions, availability 
of resources, etc. can impede the performance of PEBs as well (Kollmuss & Agyeman, 
2010; Steg & Vlek, 2009; Stern, 2000). 
4.1.1. Research Questions and Hypotheses 
 This study examines the different factors that predict pro-environmental 
behaviors through a framework shaped by cognitive dissonance and self-signaling theory. 
It employs machine learning and structural equation modeling using data from an online 
questionnaire of people living in the United States to draw connections between behavior, 
attitude, identity, concern, and sociopolitical factors to draw predictions about future 
behavior. In this study, we ask two main questions: 1) How do environmental attitudes, 
identity, and climate change concerns relate to each other and to the performance of 
different daily pro-environmental behaviors? 2) Which of these variables predict present 
and future behaviors best according to a probabilistic structural equation model (PSEM)?  
Four main hypotheses frame the analysis for these questions: 
H1: Higher levels of concern about climate change predict higher levels of performance 
of daily PEBs. 
H1.1: High concerns about climate change correlate with more pro-environmental 
attitudes.  
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H2: Participants who hold more pro-environmentalist attitudes will perform more daily 
PEBs than those who hold weaker pro-environmentalist attitudes.  
H3: Participants who strongly identify as pro-environmentalist will perform daily PEBs 
more than those who do not highly identify as pro-environmentalist. 
H4: Participants who perform one PEB are more likely to also perform other PEBs. 
4.2. Methods 
4.2.1. Pro-environmental Behaviors 
The dataset includes nineteen daily pro-environmental behaviors (Table 8) that 
span through public and private domains. Participants were asked about their 
performance of these PEBs in the week before parts one and two of the survey, as well as 
their intentions to perform these PEBs in the future in both parts of the study. They were 
coded on a scale from 1, as never performed, to 5, as frequently performed.  
PEBs vary in the domains in which people implement them such as public (e.g. 
the use of reusable bags, recycling in public, and using a reusable water bottle; Brick et 
al., 2017), private (e.g. recycling at home, thinking about the environmental impact of 
products bought, and switching off the lights when they are not in use; Thomas et al., 
2018; Brick et al., 2017), or social (e.g. posting on social media about climate change and 
having a discussion about climate change in-person or online; Brick et al., 2017; Ballew 
et al., 2015). Additionally, the PEBs differ by the ease in which people can adopt them 
(Thomas et al., 2018; Stewart & Craig, 2000; Shultz & Oskamp, 1996). Some behaviors 
signify lifestyle changes, such as regularly avoiding driving and using alternative modes 
of transportation; whereas people can begin reducing their water usage immediately. 
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Some behaviors may be extremely difficult or even impossible for people to perform if 
they do not have the appropriate resources available such as composting. Table 8 outlines 
all of the PEBs included in the initial study; the last three variables listed signify anti-
environmental behaviors. 
Table 8: Daily Pro-environmental Behaviors (PEBs) 
Pro-environmental Behaviors Variable Name Domain 
Read or watch climate change content pw_watchReadP1 Social 
Share climate change content pw_shareP1 Social 
Participate in a conversation about climate change 
on social media 
pw_socialMediaConvoP1 Social 
Participate in a conversation about climate change 
in person or online 
pw_participateConvoP1 Social 
Begin a conversation about climate change in-
person 
pw_startConvoP1 Social 
Recycle instead of throwing items in the trash pw_recycleP1 Private/Public 
Turn off lights when not in use pw_lightsOffP1 Private 
Compost food scraps pw_compostP1 Private/Public 
Avoid eating meat pw_avoidMeatP1 Private 
Think about a product’s impact on sustainability pw_productImpactP1 Private 
Use alternative transportation instead of driving pw_altTransportationP1 Public 
Reduce everyday usage of water pw_reduceWaterP1 Private 
Carry and use a reusable bottle or mug pw_reusableBottleP1 Public 
Use cold water to wash laundry pw_washColdP1 Private 
Hang dry clothing instead of machine drying pw_hangDryP1 Private 
Bring reusable bags to the store or refuse plastic 
bags 
pw_reusableBagsP1 Public 




Use disposable Keurig pods* pw_useKeurigP1 Private 
Use plastic water bottles at home* pw_usePlasticWaterP1 Private 
Note. Asterisk (*) denotes anti-environmental behaviors that contribute to pollution and global 
warming through increased waste and the use of plastics. 
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4.2.2. Environmental Attitudes and Identity 
In addition to the daily PEBs, the study included six environmental attitudes and 
identity variables adapted from several different studies. One of the variables 
(id_environmentalistP12) asks participants how much they agree with the statement: “I 
see myself as pro-environmentalist” (Brick et al., 2017; van der Werff et al., 2014) and is 
meant to capture the general environmental attitudes of participants. Five variables subset 
from the revised New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale captured environmental attitudes 
or beliefs (Dunlap et al., 2000). The five questions used from Dunlap et al. (2000, p. 433) 
were: “Humans are severely abusing the environment” (id_humansAbusingEnviroP1); 
“The earth is like a spaceship with very limited room and resources” (id_spaceshipP1); 
“If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major ecological 
catastrophe” (id_ecoCatastropheP1); “The so-called ‘ecological crisis’ facing humankind 
has been greatly exaggerated” (id_exaggeratedCrisisP1); and “The balance of nature is 
strong enough to cope with the impacts of modern industrial nations” 
(id_natureStrongerP1). The questionnaire asked participants whether they agree or 
disagree with each of these statements (displayed in random order) based on a seven-
point Likert scale ranging from ‘strongly agree’ to ‘strongly disagree’ with a middle 
option of ‘neither agree nor disagree.’ The first three questions were coded from 1 
(strongly disagree) to 7 (strongly agree). The last two questions are framed from an anti-
 
 
2 The italicized codes are the variable names used in our dataset. 
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environmental perspective, so they were coded in reverse order with 1 as strongly agree 
and 7 as strongly disagree.  
4.2.3. Climate Change Concerns 
The other key variables used in the analysis were three questions about climate 
change concerns adapted from a Pew Research Center report on global climate change 
concerns (Stokes et al., 2015, p. 36, 39, 40). One of the questions asked, “In your view, is 
global climate change a very serious problem, somewhat serious, not too serious or not a 
problem?” This was measured on a four-point Likert scale from very serious to not a 
problem, which was coded from 4 to 1 (respectively) and I don’t know was included and 
coded as 0 (cc_SeriousnessP1). Another question asked, “Do you think global climate 
change is harming people around the world now, will harm people in the next few years, 
will not harm people for many years or will never harm people?” The five response 
options (with their respective codes) were: now (4), in the next few years (3), not for 
many years (2), never (1), I don’t know (0) for the variable cc_HarmTimeP1. The third 
question asked, “How concerned are you, if at all, that global climate change will harm 
you personally at some point in your lifetime?” This was measured on a four-point Likert 
scale from very concerned to not at all concerned, which was coded from 4 to 1 
(respectively) and I don’t know was included and coded as 0 (cc_PersonalHarmP1). 
4.2.4. Probabilistic Structural Equation Modeling (PSEM) 
In order to analyze the relationships between key factors, we used a Probabilistic 
Structural Equation Model (PSEM) approach on the 29 environmental attitude, past-week 
PEBs, warm-glow, political affiliation, and climate change concern variables. We chose 
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PSEM rather than SEM, which also models the causal effects among theoretical 
constructs through latent variables using Maximum Likelihood (ML) estimations (Hox & 
Bechger, 1998), due to their key differences. According to Conrady and Jouffe, PSEM 
and SEM differ in a few ways: 
● All relationships in a PSEM are probabilistic—hence the name, as opposed to 
having deterministic relationships plus error terms in traditional SEMs.  
● PSEMs are nonparametric, which facilitates the representation of nonlinear 
relationships, plus relationships between categorical variables.  
● The structure of PSEMs is partially or fully machine-learned from data. 
(Conrad & Jouffe, 2015, p. 201). 
PSEM allows for more dynamic analysis of the relationships between factors and 
is more computationally efficient. It provides significant flexibility in the analysis of 
large data sets by allowing for exploratory factor analysis when the number of latent 
variables is unknown. It does so by condensing many variables into factors (latent 
variables) that represent information from their manifest variables, the original variables 
that are analyzed to produce the factors, depending on the relative importance and 
variance of those variables (Yoo, 2017). PSEM also places subjects into classes or 
clusters based on their levels of performance of the manifest variables, again based on the 
relative importance of the variables. PSEM has very strong predictive capabilities due to 
its use of unsupervised learning algorithms and Bayesian network analysis (Yoo, 2017). 
When applied to the data in our study, PSEM provides a synthesis of the un-seen natural 
relationships between variables through factors, so we can determine how different 
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behavior or belief variables relate to one another. When performed in BayesiaLab, the 
PSEM also provides dynamic results on the marginal probability distributions of manifest 
variables within factors and across factors. The interface allows users to set conditions on 
manifest variables or factors that filter out participants, resulting in updated probabilities 
of which clusters the remaining participants fall into. PSEM in BayesiaLab also allows 
the use of categorical, ordinal, and continuous variables in a single model (Conrady & 
Joufee, 2015). It also provides a wide array of visual and statistical reports. 
We employed the EQ unsupervised algorithm on the responses for the 29 
variables because it resulted in the lowest final minimum description length (MDL) score 
of 24,679.072. The MDL score signifies the best-solution for a network when at its 
lowest level based on a trade-off in the number of bits between the unconnected network 
and the fully connected network that includes likelihood values (Conrady & Joufee, 
2015). Then, we clustered the variables to find the optimal number of clusters, which 
resulted in seven clusters. To find hidden latent variables, the clusters were accepted and 
ran through the Multiple Clustering function in Bayesialab, allowing between two and 
five classes.3 We ran these latent variables and manifest variables through another 
unsupervised algorithm (TabooEQ) with a final MDL score of 25,332.272, keeping the 
connections between the factors and their manifest variables, to discover relationships 
 
 
3 We also ran Multiple Clustering allowing for between two and seven classes to form, and the latent 
variable connections were identical. However, the classes differed slightly for factors with 7 classes, 
making classification difficult. 
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between the clusters (Yoo, 2017). The model included missing values in the factors using 
a Structural Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm to predict missing responses.  
Final Model and Latent Variables 
The application of probabilistic structural equation modeling (PSEM) on attitudes, 
identity, climate change concern, demographic variables, and past-week behavioral 
variables revealed seven latent variables (factors) from 29 manifest variables (those 
within the same cluster). Each factor belongs to a single cluster, differentiated by color, 
along with its manifest variables. Based on the nature of the manifest variables that 
constitute each factor, the factors are named proEnviro_Attitudes, antiEnviro_Attitudes, 
concern_WarmGlow, generalPEBs, disposableGoodsPEBs, uncommonPEBs, convoPEBs 
as shown in Figure 4. This model excludes eight variables—income, age, female, region, 
education level, turned lights off in past-week (pw_lightsOffP1), washed clothes in cold 
water in past-week (pw_washColdP1), and hung dried clothes in past-week 
(pw_hangDryP1)—that had a negligible impact or no relationship on the remaining 
variables in the model.  
Figure 5 shows the marginal probability distributions of the seven factors, which 
illustrate the likelihood that participants will fall into one of the three to five classes of a 
factor given the observed or predicted value of the parent node—the node from which an 
outward arrow directly connects to the factor or variable in question (i.e. the 
generalPEBs factor is the parent node of the pw_productImpactP1 manifest variable). 
The classes are shown in order from the lowest to the highest performance score within 
each box and have names that reflect what each class signifies.  
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Figure 4: Final PSEM Diagram for Part One of the Study Reveals Seven Latent Variables 
To analyze the impact of different manifest variables on pro-environmental 
behavior, the generalPEBs factor was set as the target variable as it contains the most 
PEBs and connects to every other cluster either directly or indirectly. A model strength 
analysis conducted by perturbing the data using a K-fold method found that the model 
had high overall precision (93.36 percent) and overall reliability (93.40 percent), an R-
squared of 0.938, and an overall ROC Index of 99.57 percent. To test the hypotheses, we 
visually examined the posterior probabilities of the manifest variables and factors on the 
performance classes of the general PEBs factor. To perform a deeper analysis of the 
predictive power of certain variables and their relationship to the target node, we 
performed g-tests and analyzed the standardized total effects on the target node for each 
factor and relevant manifest variables (Table 9; Yoo, 2017).  
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Figure 5: The Relative Marginal Probability Distributions of the Seven Latent Variables 
4.3. Results 
4.3.1. Cluster Summaries 
Pro-Environmental Attitudes 
The proEnviro_Attitudes factor includes three pro-environmental attitude 
variables that relate to the treatment of the environment by humans and people’s beliefs 
relating to climate change (id_humansAbusingEnviroP1, id_ecoCatastropheP1, 
id_spaceshipP1), see Figure 6. The most common scores for variables in this factor's low 
pro-environmental attitudes class fall into the 1 to 3 point range. Nearly 92 percent of 
participants in the above average class would likely say they strongly agree that humans 
are abusing the environment. Almost all respondents in the high pro-environmental 
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attitudes class would likely respond that they strongly agreed to all three questions 
(variables). 
 
Figure 6: Marginal Probability Distributions of the proEnviro_Attitudes Factor 
Anti-Environmental Attitudes 
 The antiEnviro_Attitudes factor includes two anti-environmental attitude 
variables (id_exaggeratedCrisisP1, id_natureStrongerP1), the vote democrat dummy 
variable, and the pro-environmentalist identity variable (id_proenvironmentalistP1) as 
shown in Figure 7. Higher scores for the anti-environmental variables signify that the 
person does not agree with these three assertions about climate change and the 
environment. 56 percent of likely democrats fall into the class with the highest pro-
environmental attitudes for the factor, and 94 percent of participants who would vote for 
democrats in the highest-scoring class (158.3 cases) strongly disagree that the climate 
crisis is exaggerated. Most participants in the low pro-environmental attitudes class (29 
cases), vote for republicans and have anti-environmental attitudes based on these 
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variables. This factor is directly impacted by the concern_WarmGlow factor through the 
cc_SeriousnessP1 variable. 
   
Figure 7: Conditional Probability Distributions of useDisposableGoods by Likely Democrats. The 
model predicts that roughly 284.5 cases would mostly likely vote for Democrats. 
Climate Change Concern and Warm-Glow 
  
Figure 8: Marginal Probability Distributions of the concern_WarmGlow Factor 
 
 The factor concern_WarmGlow includes all of the climate change concern and 
the warm glow variables from the study as shown in Figure 8. Most participants likely 
feel good and positive after performing an environmental action. More participants also 
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likely have greater concerns about climate change than not. Therefore, most participants 
will fall into the high concern and warm glow class, the group with the highest scores for 
all the manifest variables. This factor directly effects the generalPEBs factor. 
General PEBs 
 
Figure 9: Marginal Probability Distributions of the generalPEBs Factor 
The generalPEBs latent variable includes behaviors that take place in either the 
public or the private domain. The PEBs manifest variables are reducing everyday water 
usage (pw_reduceWaterP1), avoiding meat (pw_avoidMeatP1), thinking about the 
environmental impact of purchased products (pw_productImpactP1), recycling 
(pw_recycleP1), the use of reusable water bottles or tumblers (pw_reusableBottleP1) and 
using a reusable shopping bag (pw_reusableBagsP1). This factor contains five classes 
that are quite evenly distributed in four of the five classes as shown in Figure 9. Most 
participants in the below average performance class mainly only have the lowest scores 
for avoiding meat and using reusable bags. Overall, the classes correspond with the same 
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level values in the manifest variables. The manifest variable pw_productImpactP1 of this 
factor directly affects the uncommonPEBs factor. 
Use of Disposable Goods 
The factor useDisposableGoods includes four measured variables, three are past 
week anti-environmental PEBs—the use of plastic water bottles 
(pw_usePlasticWaterP1), the use of disposable Keurig pods (pw_useKeurigP1), and the 
use of disposable cleaning products such as floor-cleaning wipes 
(pw_useDisposableProductsP1). The latent variable also includes an ethnicity dummy 
variable (white). All but one of these variables involve the use or avoidance of disposable 
products. Figure 10 shows the marginal probability distributions for all participants (n = 
452) among the five classes. When looking at just white participants (white = 1), the 
distributions show that white participants are more likely than non-white participants to 
avoid using single-use or disposable products (Figure 11). The marginal probability of 
white participants to be within the low use class of the factor (highest scoring class) is 61 
percent. This factor is directly impacted by the uncommonPEBs factor. 
 
Figure 10: Marginal Probability Distributions of the useDisposableGoods Factor 
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Figure 11: Conditional Probability Distributions of useDisposableGoods Factor and Variables by 
Likely White Participants. The model predicts that roughly 311 cases (participants) are white. 
Uncommon PEBs 
Figure 12 shows the uncommonPEBs factor and its manifest variables which 
include the least performed PEBs: composting food scraps (pw_compostP1), using 
alternative transportation or avoiding driving (pw_altTransportationP1), having a 
conversation about climate change over social media (pw_socialMediaConvoP1), and 
sharing climate change content (pw_shareP1). 65 percent of participants likely fall into 
the lowest performance class (295 cases) with most responses equaling 1 ("Never") and 
where more than 95 percent are not likely to share climate change content. The remaining 
classes have better than expected levels of performance for using alternative 
transportation and composting. 
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Figure 12: Marginal Probability Distributions of the uncommonPEBs Factor 
Conversation PEBs 
 The convoPEBs factor variables measure how many times participants engaged 
directly with climate change either through conversation or media in the week before the 
study. These variables include watching or reading climate change content 
(pw_watchReadP1), starting a conversation about climate change (pw_startConvoP1), 
and participating in a conversation about climate change (pw_participateConvoP1), see 
Figure 13. Most participants did not engage in any conversations about climate change 
therefore 40.7 percent of participants are expected to fall into the low-performance class 
(184 cases). Most participants in the above average performance class only had 
conversations a few times in the week (45 cases). 
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Figure 13: Marginal Probability Distributions of the convoPEBs Factor 
4.3.2. Analysis of Hypotheses 







Effects G-test df 
G-test 
(Data) 
concern_WarmGlow 4.43 0.45 0.35 143.37*** 16 143.55*** 
uncommonPEBs 1.79 0.36 0.42 80.54*** 12 107.80*** 
proEnviro_Attitudes 5.71 0.32 0.24 56.22*** 16 81.46*** 
convoPEBs 1.97 0.22 0.25 25.61** 12 123.93*** 
antiEnviro_Attitudes 4.69 0.22 0.13 30.38** 16 34.12*** 
useDisposableGoods 3.61 -0.13 -0.15 9.14 8 34.02*** 
Note. The G-test (Data) column shows the relationship strength between 
the target variable and the real data, whereas the analyzed G-test only 
looks at the predicted values. The table is sorted by the descending 
standardized total effects on the target. 
*p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
 
H1: High Concerns Predict Higher Performance of Daily PEBs 
Figure 14 shows the posterior probabilities of the concern and warm glow factor 
in relation to the classes in the general PEBs factor based on the PSEM’s predictions. We 
compare these two factors as they most strongly represent climate change concerns and 
common PEBs. Cases with high general PEB performance most likely fall into the above 
high climate change concern (and warm glow) class (42.62 percent), and cases with low 




Figure 14: Posterior Probabilities Distribution of concern_WarmGlow Factor on generalPEB 
Factor 
Table 9 shows that the concern and warm glow factor has the highest standardized 
total effect of 0.45 on the general PEBs factor at p < .001 with a g-test score of 143.55 
based on the data. According to the model, high concerns, as well as warm glow, can 





Figure 15: Posterior Probabilities of concern_WarmGlow Factor on proEnviro_Attitudes Factor 
Climate change concerns also appear to predict pro-environmental attitudes 
wherein the levels of concerns likely predict similar levels of pro-environmental attitudes 
(i.e. low concerns and low pro-environmental attitudes). Figure 15 and Figure 16 show 
the posterior probabilities of the concern and warm glow factor in relation to the classes 
in the pro-environmental attitudes and anti-environmental factors, respectively, based on 
the model predictions. Most cases with high levels of pro-environmental attitudes in both 
factors have above average and high climate change concerns. The concern and warm 
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glow factor has a high standardized total effect of 0.68 on the pro-environmental attitudes 
factor with a g-test (data) score of 328.70 and p < .001 and a standardized total effect of 
0.51 on the anti-environmental attitudes factor with a g-test (data) score of 260.53 and p 
< .001. Additionally, the following pro-environmental attitude variables and factors are 
positively strongly correlated (r  0.70) with the concern_WarmGlow factor: 
id_exaggeratedCrisisP1, id_natureStrongerP1, id_ecoCatastropheP1, 
id_humansAbusingEnviroP1, antiEnviro_Attitudes, proEnviro_Attitudes.  
 
 
Figure 16: Posterior Probabilities of concern_WarmGlow Factor on antiEnviro_Attitudes Factor 
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H2: Pro-environmental Attitudes Strongly Predict PEBs 
 
 
Figure 17: Select Posterior Probabilities of Environmental Attitude Factors on General PEBs 
Factor 
According to Table 9, both of the factors that measure environmental attitudes 
(proEnviro_Attitudes and antiEnviro_Attitudes) have slightly weaker standardized total 
effects on the general PEBs factor than climate change concerns with values of 0.32 (p < 
.001) and 0.22 (p < .001), respectively. Although, these values do not signify a strong 
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effect overall for all classes, high pro-environmental attitudes may predict high 
performance of general PEBs and low pro-environmental attitudes from the 
proEnviro_Attitudes factor strongly predict low performance of general PEBs (Figure 
17). 
H3. Strong Pro-environmentalist Identity Predicts High Daily PEB Performance  
   
Figure 18: Select Posterior Probabilities of Pro-Environmental Identity Factor on General PEBs 
Factor 
Figure 18 shows the posterior probability that someone would fall into either the 
low or high-performance class for the general PEBs factor based on their predicted 
response value for the environmentalist identity manifest variable. Most people who 
perform high levels of general PEBs may identify as pro-environmentalists, however the 
effect of the environmental identity variable on the target factor is not significant. The 
pro-environmentalist identity manifest variable has a standardized total effect of 0.093 on 
the general PEBs factor with a g-test (data) score of 180.05 and p < .001. 
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H4: Performing one PEB Predicts Performing other PEBs 
 According to Table 9, the concern and warm glow and uncommon PEBs factors 
have the strongest total effects on the general PEBs factor of all the factors. The 
uncommon PEBs factor has a standardized total effect of 0.36 with a G-test (data) score 
of 107.80 where p < .001. Based on the posterior probabilities, people who perform high 
levels of general PEBs perform much higher levels of uncommon PEBs than those who 
perform above average or lower levels of general PEBs. 
 The total effects on the target factor (generalPEBs) found that thinking about a 
product’s impact on sustainability (pwProductImpactP1) has the strongest standardized 
total effect (0.79, G = 662.25, p < .001) on the general PEBs factor—which belongs to 
the same cluster and is a parent to pwProductImpactP14. Considering a product's impact 
on the environment has the strongest predictive power of general PEBs and strongly 
relates to the performance of uncommon and conversation PEBs, as well as pro-
environmental attitudes. 
4.4. Discussion 
The likelihood of a person's performance of pro-environmental behaviors may 
depend on many different factors such as their pro-environmental attitudes, climate 
change concerns, the experience of warm glow, and the performance of other PEBs. This 
study aimed to analyze which factors had strong predictive power for the performance of 
PEBs and how the different factors related to each other using a PSEM approach. The 
 
 
4 See Appendix for table of total effects of all manifest variables and factors on target factor—
generalPEBs.  
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final model resulted in seven latent variables or factors (Figure 5) and clusters of 
variables that closely reflect the characteristics of the variables. For instance, the PSEM 
groups anti-environmental attitude and behavior variables as their own clusters with 
corresponding latent variables (antiEnviro_Attitudes and useDisposableGoods). 
Additionally, all of the behavior factors directly connect to either the cluster of general 
PEBs or another behavioral factor (convoPEBs and uncommonPEBs), however the 
psychological factors only affect each other and the generalPEBs factor. The model 
reflects real patterns and has very strong reliability and precision estimates making it a 
useful tool for predicting relationships between psychological and behavioral factors. 
4.4.1. Hypothesis Findings 
According to the model, strong climate change concerns can predict high levels of 
performance of general PEBs, supporting the first hypothesis. However, climate change 
concerns and feelings of warm glow do not likely predict the performance of uncommon 
PEBs, which include PEBs such as social media conversations and those that may require 
access to infrastructure. The concern and warm glow factor has an insignificant 
standardized total effect on the uncommon PEBs factor. The literature partly supports 
these findings as studies emphasize how concerns may only predict the performance of 
low barrier PEBs and environmental attitudes (Frederiks et al., 2015; Tobler et al., 2012; 
Diekmann & Preisendörfer, 2003; Schultz & Oskamp, 1996). Additionally, the model 
predicts that of the variables from the concern_WarmGlow factor, the two warm glow 
variables have higher total effects on the generalPEBs factor than the three concern 
variables. Although this study does not include a hypothesis for this finding, it provides 
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an opportunity for future research. The model also finds that climate change concerns and 
warm glow can predict and are positively strongly correlated with pro-environmental 
attitudes. High pro-environmental attitudes may predict high-performance levels of 
general PEBs, but low pro-environmental attitudes appear to more strongly predict low-
performance levels of general PEBs. 
Much of the literature states that a strong pro-environmentalist identity results in 
high levels of PEB performance regardless of the domain of visibility and barriers to 
adoption due to self-signaling and identity signaling theory (Brick et al., 2017; Schultz & 
Oskamp, 1996). The results do not significantly support that people with low levels of 
general PEB performance likely do not identify as pro-environmentalists, and people with 
high levels of PEB performance likely strongly identify as pro-environmentalists. Finally, 
the results show that when people perform one PEB, they are more likely to perform 
other PEBs. The literature supports these results where the performance of prior PEBs 
most strongly predict the performance of future or other PEBs due to spillover effects due 
to self-signaling (Barnes Truelove et al., 2014; Lee et al., 2016; van der Werff et al., 
2014a; van der Werff et al., 2014b). 
4.4.2. Conclusions and Future Research 
The model does not directly address the difficulty of performing PEBs; however, 
patterns in the clusters, where nearly everyone performs certain behaviors or very few do, 
may relate to structural, economic, or social barriers to adoption. For instance, 
conversational PEBs appear to have low barriers to performance, but the model predicts 
low levels of performance based on the data, a surprising result. Perhaps these behaviors 
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have high social barriers or costs that were not initially considered, such as avoiding 
conversations about controversial topics like climate change. Not surprisingly, the model 
predicts low levels of alternative transportation use and composting. These behaviors 
often rely on local infrastructure availability (e.g. public transportation, bike lanes or 
bikeable roads, compost collection or drop-off programs), increasing their barriers to 
adoption in many areas of the country. We did not officially classify the barriers of 
adoption for all of the PEBs as we did not directly ask participants to rate the level of 
difficulty of performing each action, and the literature did not provide this information 
for each variable. 
Although the model does not support every alternative hypothesis, it illustrates 
relevant patterns that can lead to future research and contribute to a critical body of 
literature as climate change continues to threaten life on Earth. The results demonstrate 
that considering a product’s impact on the environment, performing any PEBs, 
experiencing warm glow when performing pro-environmental actions, having concerns 
about climate change, and holding pro-environmentalist attitudes have the most 
significant impacts on the over the performance of PEBs. The most important policy 
implication based on these findings is that we must focus on educating the public at all 
ages about how human behavior can negatively or positively impact the planet we 
inhabit. Additionally, researchers and activists should channel the majority of their efforts 
in shifting the behaviors and beliefs of those who fall into the average levels of 
performance, concerns, attitudes, and identity as they already hold some interest but may 
not know how to make an effective change. 
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CHAPTER 5: COMPREHENSIVE CONCLUSION 
The research presented in this thesis sought to investigate the different factors that 
contribute to and predict pro-environmental behavior and attitudes in contribution to a 
growing body of literature. The results showed that the performance of pro-
environmental behaviors depends on a variety of factors such as motivations, feelings of 
warm glow, past behavior, climate change concerns, pro-environmental attitudes, and 
identity. 
The first study connected self-signaling and self-determination theories with the 
performance of pro-environmental behaviors through an online experiment in effort 
exertion and behavior change. Through it, we analyzed the treatment impacts of extrinsic 
and intrinsic motivations on effort exertion for a task, as well as intentions and follow-
through to perform pro-environmental behaviors. Some of the findings supported the 
literature in that the extrinsically motivated group had higher effort exertion, but on 
average reduced performance of PEBs in the follow-up survey. Although the intrinsically 
motivated group did not improve PEB performance overall, those with room for 
improvement and with high concerns did increase PEB performance and have higher 
intentions. It is possible that the intervention for this survey was not significant enough or 
that insufficient time was given to observe a change in behaviors. Future research will 
focus on intrinsic motivation framed by warm glow and endogenous preferences. 
The second study analyzed and predicted relationships between the performance 
of daily PEBs, pro-environmental attitudes, pro-environmental identity, climate change 
concern, and warm glow variables from the first week of the study using a probabilistic 
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structural equation model (PSEM). The results supported much of the literature as the 
model signified that the strongest predictors of PEBs included the performance of other 
PEBs, warm glow, and climate change concerns. The use of the PSEM also offered a 
unique perspective as other studies in this field have not used this relatively new method. 
Further research will include PSEMs on data from both the first and second parts of the 
survey, as well as the treatment groups. 
Through the performance of pro-environmental behaviors (PEBs), people can 
incrementally and intentionally begin to reduce the negative impacts of previous harmful 
actions on the planet. Although some public environmental behaviors have gained 
popularity due to social perceptions (e.g. using reusable water bottles and bags), more 
harmful behaviors, such as driving a motorized vehicle, have not seen widespread 
reductions as the threats of climate change impacts approach. Scholars and policymakers 
have focused on ways to encourage the general public to transition environmentally 
harmful behaviors to beneficial or carbon-neutral ones. Often, policies focus on providing 
extrinsic motivations to perform PEBs, such as tax credits or fines for rule breaking. 
However, research has consistently shown that extrinsic motivations only influence 
behavior in the short-term and often result in negative spillover effects. A person who 
drives an electric vehicle to receive a tax credit and praise for their environmental action 
may perform fewer PEBs (or even anti-environmental behaviors) as they feel they have 
already done their part for the planet. Policymakers must discover new methods to 
develop intrinsic motivations to perform PEBs. 
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Intrinsic motivations can be enhanced through the cultivation of people’s 
concerns for the environment, self-perception as environmentalists, and experiences of 
green warm glow. Instilling these principles in adults can present a challenge, especially 
when those individuals stringently oppose the existence of anthropogenic climate change. 
However, educating children throughout their elementary, secondary, and post-secondary 
years of education provides an opportunity to foster intrinsic motivation to perform PEBs 
and care for the planet in an entire generation. Too often, society overloads people with 
the threats of climate change, leading to anxiety and avoidance of the topic. We must 
instead educate the future generation in proactive and resilient solutions to mitigate and 
adapt to climate change as they will likely experience the negative impacts of climate 
change. Colleges and other educational institutions must incorporate consideration of the 
environment in all subjects as everything we do affects the planet in some way. Leaders 
of communities, businesses, and organizations have a platform to reach adults and 
encourage their performance of PEBs through activism and sustainable business 
practices. Through widespread collective action, humanity may have the ability to curb 
the negative impacts of climate change, but the longer we wait, the more severe the 
consequences.  
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APPENDIX I. Survey Questionnaire 
This Appendix contains the questionnaire from part one of the study. Part two includes 
all of the same questions except for the demographic questions and experimental 
treatment sections. 
 
Please answer the following demographic questions as honestly and accurately as you 
can. 
1. In what year were you born? 
 
2. What is your gender?  
• Male  
• Female  
• Other  
 
3. Please specify your race. (Select all that apply) 
• American Indian or Alaskan Native  
• Asian  
• Black or African American  
• Hispanic or Latino Origin  
• Native Hawaiian or Other Pacific Islander  
• White  
• Other ________________________________________________ 
 
4. In which state do you currently reside? 
 
5. What is the highest level of education you have completed? 
• Less than high school diploma or equivalent  
• High school diploma or equivalent  
• Associates degree  
• Trade school degree or certificate  
• Bachelor's degree  
• Graduate degree (Master’s, PhD, MD, JD, etc)  
 
6. What was your total gross household income before taxes from all sources in 2018? 
• Less than $25,000  
• $25,000 - $49,999  
• $50,000 - $74,999  
• $75,000 - $99,999  
• $100,000 - $149,999  
• $150,000 - $199,999  
• $200,000 or more  
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7. When you vote, do you tend to vote for Democratic candidates or Republican 
candidates? 
• I nearly always vote for Democrats  
• I vote for Democrats more often than I vote Republicans  
• Half of the time, I vote for Democrats and half of the time, I vote for Republicans  
• I vote for Republicans more often than I vote for Democrats  
• I nearly always vote for Republicans  
• I am eligible to vote, but I never vote  
• I am not eligible to vote  
 
Start of Block: Environmental Identity and Attitudes 
 
Do you agree or disagree that5  
 
8. I see myself as pro-environmentalist. 
 
9. The so-called "ecological crisis" facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated.  
 
10. The earth is like a spaceship with limited room and resources. 
 
11. If things continue on their present course, we will soon experience a major 
ecological catastrophe.  
 
12. The balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of modern 
industrial nations.  
 
13. Humans are severely abusing the environment. 
 
End of Block: Environmental Identity and Attitudes 
 
Start of Block: Conversation PEBs 
 
In this section, please respond to questions based on your behavior over the past week.6  
 
14. Over the past week, I have read an article or watched a video about climate 
change. 
 
15. Over the past week, I have shared an article or video about climate 
change via social media, text, email, or other means.  
 
 
5 Answers are strongly agree, agree, somewhat agree, neither agree nor disagree, somewhat disagree, disagree, strongly disagree. 




16. Over the past week, I have participated in a conversation about climate change on 
social media.  
 
17. Over the past week, I have participated in a conversation about climate change in 
person or via phone/text/email.  
 
18. Over the past week, I have brought up climate change in a conversation (either 
online or offline). 
 
End of Block: Conversation PEBs 
 
Start of Block: Daily PEBs 
 
In this section, please respond to questions based on your behavior over the past week.7  
 
19. Over the past week, I have recycled instead of throwing things in the trash.  
 
20. Over the past week, I have turned off lights when I am not using them.  
 
21. Over the past week, I have composted my kitchen scraps (coffee grounds, banana 
peels, etc.). 
 
22. Over the past week, I have avoided eating meat. 
 
23. Over the past week, I have thought about the environmental impact of the products 
I buy. 
 
24. Over the past week, I have walked, biked, or taken public transit instead of driving. 
 
25. Over the past week, I have been careful about how much water I use when 
showering, brushing my teeth, doing dishes, and washing my hands. 
 
26. Over the past week, I have carried a water bottle or travel mug to avoid using 
disposable bottles and cups. 
 
27. Over the past week, I have washed clothes with cold water instead of hot/warm 
water. 
 
28. Over the past week, I have hung my clothes to dry instead of using the dryer. 
 
 




29. Over the past week, I have bought disposable household products like Swiffer 
cleaning products or disposable plates and cups. 
30. Over the past week, I have used disposable Keurig cups to make coffee.  
 
31. Over the past week, I have brought my own bags or refused disposable bags at the 
store.  
 
32. Over the past week, I have used single-serving plastic water bottles while at home.  
 
End of Block: Daily PEBs 
 
Start of Block: Climate Change Belief/Concern 
 
33. In your view, is global climate change a very serious problem, somewhat serious, 
not too serious or not a problem? 
• Very serious  
• Somewhat serious  
• Not too serious  
• Not a problem  
• I don't know  
 
34. Do you think global climate change is harming people around the world now, will 
harm people in the next few years, will not harm people for many years or will 
never harm people? 
• Now  
• In the next few years  
• Not for many years  
• Never  
• I don't know  
 
35. How concerned are you, if at all, that global climate change will harm you 
personally at some point in your lifetime? 
• Very concerned  
• Somewhat concerned  
• Not too concerned  
• Not at all concerned  






36. Which of these three statements about the Earth’s temperature comes closest to 
your view?  
• The Earth is getting warmer mostly because of human activity such as burning 
fossil fuels  
• The Earth is getting warmer mostly because of natural patterns in the Earth’s 
environment  
• There is no solid evidence that the Earth is getting warmer  
• I don't know  
 
End of Block: Climate Change Belief/Concern 
 
Start of Block: Extrinsic Treatment (1) 
 
On the next page you will have 5 minutes to complete a word entry task. 
Read these instructions carefully before proceeding as the time begins on page load: 
• You will be shown a word map that has different words scattered throughout.  
• Below the map is a text box, in that text box you will type each full word you see 
in the map separated by a comma and a space (ex: egg, bacon).  
• For every unique word typed, separated by a comma, and spelled correctly from 
the image, you and a nonprofit will each be paid $0.01 (1 cent) 
o No money will be earned for duplicate words (none are present in the 
image) 
• In the next question, you will choose the nonprofit to which you would like to 
donate the additional bonus. 
 
37. Please select the non-profit that will receive your bonus donation. 
• The Vermont Historical Society  
• Sierra Club - Vermont Chapter  
• Environmental Defense Fund  
 
38. Please use this image for the data entry task below. You have 5 minutes to 
complete the task. The image can be opened in a new tab to facilitate zooming.8 
 
WORD CLOUD IMAGE OF WORDS FROM ROMEO AND JULIET 
 
Please type as many complete words as you see in this image. Separate words using 
commas. Try your best not to repeat words as they will not count towards your bonus. 
Example:  





8 The same image was used for all three treatments. 
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End of Block: Extrinsic Treatment (1) 
 
Start of Block: Intrinsic Treatment (2) 
 
On the next page you will have 5 minutes to complete a word entry task.  
 
Read these instructions carefully before proceeding as the time begins on page load:  
• You will be shown a word map that has different words scattered throughout.   
• Below the map is a text box, in that text box you will type each full word you see 
in the map separated by a comma and a space (ex: egg, bacon).   
• For every unique word typed, separated by a comma, and spelled correctly from 
the image, you will earn $0.01 (1 cent) as a donation to a nonprofit    
  
o No money will be earned for duplicate words (none are present in the 
image)   
• In the next question, you will choose the nonprofit to which you would like to 
donate the bonus.  
 
 Please select the non-profit that will receive your bonus donation. 
• The Vermont Historical Society  
• Sierra Club - Vermont Chapter  
• Environmental Defense Fund  
 
End of Block: Intrinsic Treatment (2) 
 
Start of Block: Control Group 
 
On the next page you will have 5 minutes to complete a word entry task.  
Read these instructions carefully before proceeding as the time begins on page load:  
• You will be shown a word map that has different words scattered throughout.   
• Below the map is a text box, in that text box you will type each full word you see 
in the map separated by a comma and a space (ex: egg, bacon).   
o For every unique word typed, separated by a comma, and spelled correctly 
from the image, you will be paid $0.01 (1 cent)     
• No money will be earned for duplicate words (none are present in the image)  
 
End of Block: Control Group 
 




9 Answers are extremely likely, moderately likely, slightly likely, neither likely nor unlikely, slightly unlikely, moderately unlikely, extremely unlikely.  
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39. I would feel good about myself if I decided to take personal action to help reduce 
climate change. 
 
40. I would feel positive if I did my bit to help tackle climate change. 
 
End of Block: Warm Glow 
 
Start of Block: Conversation Intentions (PEBs) 
 
 In the final section, we will ask you how likely you are to do certain actions. 
 
When you answer the following questions, imagine that you are thinking of adopting new 
habits to reduce your personal impact on the climate. 
 
With that in mind, answer how likely or unlikely you are to take the specific actions 
listed.9 
 
41. In the next week, how likely are you to read an article or watch a video about 
climate change?  
 
42. In the next week, how likely are you to share an article or video about climate 
change via social media, text, email, or other means?  
 
43. In the next week, how likely are you to participate in a conversation about climate 
change on social media?  
 
44.  In the next week, how likely are you to participate in a conversation about climate 
change in person or via phone/text/email?  
 
45.  In the next week, how likely are you to bring up climate change in a conversation 
(either online or offline)?  
 
End of Block: Conversation Intentions (PEBs) 
 
Start of Block: Daily Intentions (PEBS) 
 
46.  In the next week, how likely are you to recycle instead of throwing things in the 
trash?  
 






48.  In the next week, how likely are you to compost your kitchen scraps (coffee 
grounds, banana peels, etc.)?  
 
49.  In the next week, how likely are you to avoid eating meat?  
 
50.  In the next week, how likely are you to think about the environmental impact of the 
products you buy?           
 
51.  In the next week, how likely are you to walk, bike, or take public transportation 
instead of driving?   
 
52.  In the next week, how likely are you to, how likely are you to be careful about how 
much water you use when showering, brushing your teeth, doing dishes, and 
washing your hands?           
 
53.  In the next week, how likely are you to carry a water bottle or travel mug to avoid 
using disposable bottles and cups?           
 
54.  In the next week, how likely are you to wash clothes with cold water instead of 
hot/warm water?           
 
55. In the next week, how likely are you to hang clothes to dry instead of using the 
dryer?  
 
56. In the next week, how likely are you to reduce how much you buy single-use or 
disposable household products like Swiffer cleaning products or disposable plates 
and cups whenever possible?  
 
57. In the next week, how likely are you to switch to reusable Keurig cups or a non-
Keurig coffee machine?  
 
58.  In the next week, how likely are you to bring your own bags or refused disposable 
bags at the store?  
 
59.  In the next week, how likely are you to reduce how much you use single-serving 




APPENDIX II: Detailed Description of Chapter 3 Indices 
Attitude and Identity Indices (idIndex) 
This index appeared in both survey parts and included six variables meant to 
capture the general environmental attitudes of participants, including five variables subset 
from the revised New Ecological Paradigm (NEP) scale captured environmental attitudes 
or beliefs (Dunlap, Van Liere, Mertig, & Jones, 2000). The variables include: I see 
myself as pro-environmentalist (id_environmentalist); the so-called "ecological crisis" 
facing humankind has been greatly exaggerated (id_exaggeratedCrisis); the earth is like a 
spaceship with limited room and resources (id_spaceship); if things continue on their 
present course, we will soon experience a major ecological catastrophe 
(id_ecoCatastrophe); the balance of nature is strong enough to cope with the impacts of 
modern industrial nations (id_natureStronger); humans are severely abusing the 
environment (id_humansAbusingEnviro). The consistency of the part one index is strong 
with a standardized alpha (𝛼) of 0.85. The consistency of the part two index is also strong 
with a standardized 𝛼 = 0.86. 
Past Week Pro-Environmental Behaviors Indices (pwPEBsIndex) 
The past-week pro-environmental behaviors index (pwPEBsIndex) asked 
participants about how frequently they performed certain behaviors in the week prior to 
the study. These included five conversational or social PEBs, 11 daily or weekly PEBs, 
and three anti-environmental behaviors. All of these variables are listed in Table 8 from 
Chapter 3. For the part one index the standardized 𝛼 = 0.85, a strong consistency value. 
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The part two index does not meet the 0.85 threshold for strong consistency with the 
standardized 𝛼 = 0.83.  
Climate Change Concern Index (ccIndex) 
The climate change concerns index (ccIndex) consisted of three questions about 
climate change concerns adapted from a Pew Research Center report on global climate 
change concerns (Stokes, Wike, & Carle, 2015). These questions include: in your view, is 
global climate change a very serious problem, somewhat serious, not too serious or not a 
problem (cc_Seriousness); do you think global climate change is harming people around 
the world now, will harm people in the next few years, will not harm people for many 
years or will never harm people (cc_HarmTime); how concerned are you, if at all, that 
global climate change will harm you personally at some point in your lifetime 
(cc_PersonalHarm). The standardized alpha value for both parts one and two was 0.85, 
signifying a strong consistency.  
Warm Glow Index (warmGlowIndex) 
The warm glow index only includes two variables: I would feel good about 
myself if I decided to take personal action to help reduce climate change (wg_good), and 
I would feel positive if I did my bit to help tackle climate change (wg_positive). This 
index has very strong consistency with high Cronbach Alpha values in both parts of the 
survey. In part one 𝛼 = 0.92 and in part two 𝛼 = 0.94. 
Pro-Environmental Behavior Intentions Index (intentPEBsIndex) 
The PEB intentions index includes the same 19 behaviors as the past-week PEBs 
index; however, the questions are asked in the future tense, “In the next week, how likely 
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are you to…?” For the part one index the standardized 𝛼 = 0.88, a strong consistency 
value and 𝛼 = 0.85 for the part two index. 
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APPENDIX III: Total Effects of all Variables on Target Factor 








Effects G-test df 
G-test 
(Data) 
pw_productImpactP1 2.91 0.79 0.56 661.60*** 16 662.25*** 
pw_reduceWaterP1 3.42 0.68 0.47 383.26*** 16 383.18*** 
pw_reusableBagsP1 2.98 0.61 0.35 311.74*** 16 312.93*** 
pw_reusableBottleP1 3.42 0.61 0.36 331.09*** 16 331.32*** 
pw_avoidMeatP1 2.23 0.54 0.35 246.79*** 16 247.14*** 
concern_WarmGlow 4.43 0.45 0.35 143.37*** 16 143.55*** 
pw_recycleP1 3.47 0.45 0.30 201.72*** 16 202.91*** 
wg_goodP1 5.88 0.38 0.25 83.19*** 24 114.26*** 
uncommonPEBs 1.79 0.36 0.42 80.54*** 12 107.80*** 
wg_positiveP1 5.82 0.36 0.23 72.30*** 24 115.12*** 
cc_SeriousnessP1 3.25 0.34 0.32 79.55*** 16 79.16*** 
cc_PersonalHarmP1 2.88 0.33 0.28 66.68*** 16 111.14*** 
proEnviro_Attitudes 5.71 0.32 0.24 56.22*** 16 81.46*** 
pw_shareP1 1.55 0.30 0.31 57.67*** 16 88.95*** 
cc_HarmTimeP1 2.89 0.30 0.24 54.85*** 16 59.03*** 
pw_socialMediaConvoP1 1.67 0.29 0.27 47.21*** 16 75.80*** 
id_humansAbusingEnviroP1 5.98 0.27 0.19 40.93** 24 95.46*** 
id_ecoCatastropheP1 5.59 0.27 0.16 40.36** 24 79.11*** 
convoPEBs 1.97 0.22 0.25 25.61** 12 123.93*** 
antiEnviro_Attitudes 4.69 0.22 0.13 30.38** 16 34.12*** 
id_exaggeratedCrisisP1 5.08 0.21 0.10 26.59 24 62.15*** 
id_spaceshipP1 5.47 0.21 0.12 25.92 24 63.28*** 
pw_startConvoP1 1.94 0.20 0.19 20.54 16 112.94*** 
pw_altTransportationP1 2.27 0.19 0.12 23.06 16 111.46*** 
pw_participateConvoP1 1.80 0.18 0.17 15.80 16 95.31*** 
id_natureStrongerP1 4.68 0.17 0.08 16.73 24 25.53 
pw_compostP1 2.11 0.16 0.10 26.27* 16 137.13*** 
pw_watchReadP1 2.30 0.15 0.13 10.21 16 62.86*** 
useDisposableGoods 3.61 -0.13 -0.15 9.14 8 34.02*** 
voteD 0.63 0.12 0.23 7.57 4 14.41*** 
pw_usePlasticWaterP1 3.79 -0.09 -0.06 5.53 16 54.34*** 
id_environmentalistP1 5.27 0.09 0.06 5.05 24 180.05*** 
pw_useDisposableProductsP1 3.76 -0.09 -0.06 4.02 16 37.53*** 
pw_useKeurigP1 4.13 -0.08 -0.05 3.40 16 65.87*** 
white 0.69 -0.05 -0.10 1.35 4 3.40 
 *p<0.10; **p<0.05; ***p<0.01 
